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I. Abstract 
This report focuses on the structural and fire protection analysis of the building 

located at 68 Prescott Street in Worcester, Massachusetts.  This report includes 

information collected on the renovation of a brownfield site and the masonry building, as 

part of the Gateway Park Project.  Strategies to rehabilitate and reuse the existing 

masonry exterior were implemented utilizing steel and reinforced concrete structural 

alternatives with corresponding cost estimates.  Additionally, a code analysis was 

performed.  The document concludes with an analysis of the active and passive fire 

protection systems and a risk assessment of the building. 
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1. Introduction 
 The Gateway Park Project, located at 68 Prescott Street in Worcester, MA, is a 

business venture undertaken by Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) and the Worcester 

Business Development Corporation (WBDC).  The project entails the cleanup of a 

brownfield site and renovation of an aged masonry building.  Other aspects of the project 

include construction of a new building to serve as laboratory facilities and a parking 

garage.  The development of the 11.5-acre site is the beginning of the master plan for a 

mixed-use expansion to rejuvenate the 55-acre section of Worcester.   

To understand the comprehensive nature of the Gateway Park Project, we 

conducted supplemental research on the cleanup of this brownfield site.  Some important 

considerations for this project were soil contamination from the past uses of the site and 

the effect of the contaminants on future uses of the site.   

The scope of our work included researching historic masonry construction, 

performing a structural analysis of the existing masonry building, and designing 

structural alternatives for the building�s interior.  We concluded the structural engineering 

portion of our project with a cost estimate to determine the economics of our suggested 

alternatives. Then, we proceeded to evaluate the fire protection systems and the 

building�s egress system based on the 2006 International Building Code.   

One objective of the Gateway Park renovation project was to structurally update 

the masonry building for office space and a lecture hall.  This presented owners and 

builders with the challenge of bringing an early 1900�s building into compliance with 

modern code criteria and redesigning the interior spaces.  Also, the building plans called 

for construction of a new brick building, to resemble the masonry building, as well as a 

connecting building between the aforementioned structures.  The demolition of a section 

of the wall of the old masonry building to provide a connection between buildings posed 

structural stability design concerns.  

 The masonry building currently contains the original timber structural framing 

system.  The strength of timber is not as high as other construction materials; therefore, it 

requires more columns, which places flexibility constraints on the layout of the office 

space. This report investigates the use of alternative structural systems within the existing 

masonry shell to provide a more open floor plan.  Steel framing systems of varying bay 
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sizes were developed, as well as, various concrete framing systems, including the use of 

one-way and two way slabs.  Considerations, such as depth of construction, were made to 

evaluate the feasibility of each alternative.  We also developed cost estimates to 

determine which alternatives provided the most beneficial design while maintaining a 

reasonable cost. 

Based on the building standards of life safety, property protection, and mission 

protection expressed in the 2006 International Building Code, we performed a code 

analysis of the masonry building.  We investigated the building�s egress system, and 

analyzed the active and passive fire protection systems that were installed in the building. 

Subsequently, we developed methods to perform a risk assessment of the masonry 

building.  After completion of the various structural and fire protection alternatives, cost 

estimates of the design scenarios were determined. 

Realistic constraints addressed in this project include the social implications of 

revitalizing old industrial districts, health and safety issues, feasibility of structural design 

alternatives and construction, and the economical constraints that coincide with these 

issues. The following narrative summarizes the activities performed by our group and 

illustrates how they meet the realistic constraints embodied in capstone design.   

 The Master Plan for Gateway Park aims to revitalize the old industrial district in 

which it is located.  The project will result in many important social implications for the 

City of Worcester and surrounding towns.  By rebuilding the site with modern structures 

and facilities, the project will create new jobs, research opportunities and improved 

aesthetics in this rundown section of the city.   

This project addresses both new and old construction on a site with environmental 

challenges.  The Gateway Park site required a considerable amount of clean up was 

needed to remove the hazardous wastes and toxins found in the soil.  The code requires a 

specific level of safety to be reach for different occupancies.   Additional means to ensure 

the health and safety of the building�s occupants was performing a risk assessment and 

fire protection analysis.  The active and passive fire protection systems were investigated 

to ensure code compliance.     

This project will present structural alternatives for concrete and steel within the 

existing exterior frame.  The alternative designs are intended to provide a more open 
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layout. From a structural standpoint, different alternatives will be developed for the 

interior design of the building in order to be able to analyze their manufacturability.  

These alternative designs entail various concrete and steel frames.  A cost estimate will 

be formed to explore the economics of the project and compare the feasibility of each 

design alternative. 
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2. Background 
 Library and field research was conducted in order to understand the concerns of 

revitalizing Gateway Park.  To understand the project�s development we completed 

research on brownfield development, historic masonry construction, and building codes.  

We also researched structural steel and reinforced concrete construction to obtain a better 

understanding of the impacts of designing with different materials.  We were also able to 

make two visits to the site as part of our background research and data collection. 

2.1  Brownfield Development 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defines brownfields as property, the 

expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be complicated by the presence or 

potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant. 1   The EPA began 

its Brownfields Program in 1995, with the purpose of encouraging the clean up and 

development of brownfield projects.  The Brownfields Program is, �designed to empower 

states, communities, and other stakeholders in economic redevelopment to work together 

in a timely manner to prevent, assess, safely clean up, and sustainably reuse 

brownfield[s]�� sites.2  This is done in hopes that the resulting facilities will increase 

job opportunities, and utilize the unused area to take developmental pressures off open-

areas.     

There are many contaminants that may be found in brownfield land.  They are 

grouped into seven categories: halogenated VOCs, nonhalogenated VOCs, halogenated 

SVOCs, nonhalogenated SVOCs, fuels, metals and metalloids, and explosives.3  

VOCs are hydrocarbon compounds that evaporate at room temperature, while 

SVOCs are hydrocarbon compounds that have boiling points greater than 200ºC.  The 

difference between a halogenated and nonhalogenated compound is that halogenated has 

a halogen (fluorine, chlorine, bromine, or iodine) attached to it.  All of the above 

compounds can be found in areas such as: burn pits, chemical manufacturing plants, 

disposal areas, electroplating and metal finishing shops, hangers, landfills and more.  

                                                
1  United States Environmental Protection Agency. �About Brownfields.� 
2 Ibid. 
3 United States Environmental Protection Agency. �Guide to Contaminants and Technologies.�  
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Fuels are chemically created by refining and manufacturing petroleum or natural gas to 

generate heat or energy.  Fuels can contain nonhalogenated VOCs and/or nonhalogenated 

SVOCs.4  

Metals, metalloids, and nonmetals are elements that are distinguished by their 

ionization and bonding properties.  Metals are shiny, have a high density, malleable, high 

melting point, hard, conduct electricity and heat well.  On the other hand, metalloids are 

in the middle of metals and nonmetals and have no unique characteristics.  This type of 

contaminant can be found in artillery and small arms impact areas, battery disposal areas, 

burn pits, electroplating and metal finishing shops, landfills and more.5  

Lastly, artificial explosives are manufactured chemical explosives and can 

typically be found in artillery impact areas, contaminated marines sediments, disposal 

wells, leach fields, landfills, burial pits, and TNT washout lagoons.6  

People develop brownfields for several reasons.  Location is a large factor in 

deciding whether to develop land, and brownfields are often in desirable locations within 

urban areas; however, the economic aspect is equally important to a developer.  Cleaning 

up contaminated land will add a significant amount of cost to the project, so there are 

often economic incentives to promote development.  For example, brownfield land is 

typically much less to purchase and there are many governmental agencies that will 

provide grants to projects. 

Despite the EPA Brownfields Program, brownfields were not being developed in 

Massachusetts because of extremely strict codes that resulted from an incident in Woburn 

in the 1980�s where contaminated soil led to many deaths.  During this time, the risks of 

undertaking brownfields projects could not be justified by the benefits.  However, in 

1998 Massachusetts passed the Brownfield Act, which privatized the process of acquiring 

and cleaning brownfield land.   The job of a License Site Professionals (LSP) was 

created, in an effort to lessen the burden on the EPA, at the state level, but ultimately at 

the federal level as well.  The LSP�s are responsible to go onto a site, evaluate, test and 

                                                
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 
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form an action plan to clean the specific site.  Utilizing the private sector enables the 

developers to clean up the sites and begin redevelopment in a timely fashion.7 

2.2 Structural Steel Design 

For over 150 years, structural steel has been enabling the creation of countless 

structures.  Steel design has been used for various structures such as buildings, bridges, 

factories and much more.  In the case of 68 Prescott Street, the facility provides office 

space and a lecture hall.    

The overall purpose of design is to invent a structure that will satisfy the design 

requirements. Thus, the structural engineer seeks to design a structural system that will 

resist and transfer the forces and loads acting on it with adequate safety, and allow for the 

requirements of stiffness, economy, and harmony.8 The principal design requirement of 

any structure is for it to be serviceable and have a functional design.  It is common to 

encounter design challenges due to financial constraints.  Not only must structures serve 

their purpose, but they must also be economical.  

 2.2.1 Development of Structural Steel Design 

Although steel was produced as early as 200 B.C. by the Celts, the relevant 

history starts in the mid-1800�s with Sir Henry Bessemer, who developed and patented 

the first inexpensive industrial process for the mass production of steel.  Until Bessemer�s 

Process was introduced, steel was extremely expensive and as a result wrought iron was 

used during the Industrial Revolution.  In Bessemer�s process, also referred to as the 

Basic Oxygen Process, melted iron is poured into a large egg-shaped container called a 

converter.  Blasts of air are pushed through perforations in the bottom of the converter.  

The resulting metal is a mixture of iron and oxygen along with other elements.  Special 

compounds are then added to remove excess oxygen and restore the correct amount of 

carbon and other elements for the specific steel application.9 The Bessemer Process 

revolutionized the world of construction.    Later on in the 1950�s the Seimens-Martin 

                                                
7 Blais, 2006. 
8 Trahair, N.S. The Behavior and Design of Steel Structures. 39. 
9 Gilbane.  Build the Building. 12. 
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process of basic oxygen steel making was created as an improvement to the Bessemer 

Process.10 

Steel design can be an extremely time consuming task depending on the size and 

complexity of the structure.  No matter how complex the project, there are three common 

resources that structural engineers utilize.  The oldest resource and most commonly used 

is the Allowable Strength Design (ASD), and the most recent resource is the Load and 

Resistance Factored Design (LRFD).  In addition, the American Institute of Steel 

Construction (AISC) contains a combination of the ASD and LRFD.  AISC created a 

manual with several editions that are frequently being updated.  It is also another resource 

that is widely used by structural engineers to analyze and design steel structures.    

2.2.2 Thermal Properties of Steel 

 The critical temperature for steel is measured to be approximately 540°C. 

Typically, fires reach this temperature within a few minutes. Structural steel requires 

external insulation in order to prevent the steel from absorbing enough energy to reach 

this temperature. First, steel expands, when heated, and once sufficient energy has been 

absorbed, it softens and loses its structural integrity. This is easily prevented through the 

use of fireproofing. The use of a bounded fire protection system allows steel structures to 

have an acceptable fire-resistance rating for building applications.  A fire-resistance 

rating is the duration for which a passive fire protection system can withstand a standard 

fire resistance test. The addition of fireproofing is necessary to meet the passive fire 

protection requirements that are mandated through building codes; thus, the cost 

increases to construct a steel building.11 

2.2.3  Design of Steel Structures for Fire Safety 

 It is to be noted that over the past 30 years tremendous progress has been 

achieved in developing the appropriate design methods for steel structures in fire.  

Structural behavior in fire is a complex issue and new conclusions are continuously being 

drawn. Although the standard fire resistance test is a convenient way for ensuring quality 

control and grading the relative fire performance of different types of structural members, 
                                                
10 �Structural Steel.�  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steel 
11 �Structural Steel.�  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steel 
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for a number of reasons, it is not very effective in developing an understanding of 

realistic structural behavior in a fire.12 

 The objectives of a fire resistant structure are to prevent fire spread from the room 

of origin to adjacent spaces and to provide a stable structure for safe egress.  This forms 

part of the compartmentation strategy in the fire safety design of the building.  The 

purpose compartmentation is to subdivide a structure into �fire compartments� that may 

contain single or multiple rooms for the purpose of limiting the spread of fire, smoke and 

flue gases, in order to enable the three goals of fire protection: life safety, property 

protection and continuity of operations.13   

2.3 Reinforced Concrete Design 

Both concrete and reinforced concrete are commonly used in construction 

practices all over the world.  From buildings, to dams, bridges, underground structures, 

water tanks, television towers, and even ships, concrete has proven a satisfactory and 

economical material.  The popular use of the material is credited to the wide availability 

of reinforcing bars, as well as the elements used to mix concrete.  The simplicity of using 

concrete in construction also contributes to the common practice.  

One important characteristic of concrete is its fire resistance.  A building�s 

structure must withstand the properties and effects of a fire for a sufficient amount of 

time to allow occupants to evacuate and fire personnel to extinguish the fire.  A concrete 

building typically has a 1- to 3-hour fire rating.  Other construction materials, such as 

timber and steel, require fireproofing to achieve this fire rating.  In this respect, concrete 

has an economical advantage as well.  

 2.3.1  Early Concrete 

There have been many documents written about the various buildings of the 

Roman Empire constructed using concrete as the primary material.  However, numerous 

researchers argue that the first use of a cementitious binding agent, compared to the lime 

used in ancient mortars, occurred in southern Italy in the second century B.C.14  A 

                                                
12 Wang, Y.C. Steel & Composite Structures: Behavior and Design for Fire Safety. 228. 
13 �Passive Fire Protection.� http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passive_fire_protection.  
14 Shaeffer, R.E. Reinforced Concrete: Preliminary Design For Architects and Builders. 
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volcanic sand found near Pozzuoli in the bay of Naples, known as pozzuolana was used 

by the Romans in their cement.15   This unusual sand reacts chemically with water and 

lime, solidifying into a rocklike mass.  It is known that pozzuolana was used to bind 

stones together to make concrete in the construction of the Porticus Aemelia, a large 

warehouse built in 193 B.C.16 

It is expected that pozzuolans were not used elsewhere due to the lack of 

availability. As a result, stone and brick masonry remained the common construction 

materials for most of the world�s major buildings for many centuries.  

Roman concrete was manually mixed by packing mortar in and around stones of 

various sizes.  This compilation was finished with clay bricks on both sides.  According 

to Shaeffer, the bricks had minimal structural value and were used to facilitate 

construction and as surface construction.17 Roman concrete has little resemblance to 

modern Portland cement concrete. It lacked the plastic characteristics that could flow into 

a mold or a construction formwork. 18 

Most public buildings in Rome used brick-faced concrete construction for walls 

and vaults.  Built in the second century A.D., the Pantheon was a structural masterpiece 

of the time.19  The structure contains many weight-reducing features, such as voids, 

niches, and small vaulted spaces.20 The builders of the Pantheon recognized the concept 

of using heavy aggregates at the ground level and aggregates of decreasing density on 

each proceeding level in the walls as well as the dome itself.  This application reduced 

the weight to be carried throughout the higher floors.  Mainstone states in his text that the 

Pantheon�s clear span of 142 feet created an architectural revolution in terms of the way 

interior space was perceived.21 

The rediscovery of concrete occurred in the eighteenth century by the English 

engineer, John Smeaton while designing the Eddystone Lighthouse off the south coast of 

England.22 23  Smeaton discovered that a mixture of limestone and clay could be used to 

                                                
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Mainstone, Rowland J. Developments in Structural Form. 116. 
22 MacGregor, James & Wight, James. Reinforced Concrete: Mechanics and Design. Fourth Edition. 
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make cement that would set under water and would then prove water resistant.24 25 

Though in turn, Smeaton conservatively used the common approach of mortised 

stonework on the lighthouse, his discovery sparked others to revive the use of Roman 

concrete.26, 27 

2.3.2 Thermal Properties of Concrete 
When concrete is exposed to high temperatures, such as those of a fire, it will 

behave adequately for a substantial amount of time.  The surface layers of the concrete 

expand and eventually cause cracking or spalling off the cooler interior section of the 

concrete due to the high thermal gradients that occur during a fire.28  The spalling is 

irritated if water from a fire hosed is applied too abruptly to cool the surface.  

 The modulus of elasticity and the strength of concrete decrease when exposed to 

high temperatures.29  On the other hand, the coefficient of thermal expansion increases 

under these conditions.  It has been noted that strength reduction and spalling as a result 

of heat are most common in wet concrete.  Thus, fire is most crucial for young concrete.  

                                                                                                                                            
23 Cowan, Henry J. Design of Reinforced Concrete Structures. 
24 MacGregor, James & Wight, James. Reinforced Concrete: Mechanics and Design. Fourth Edition. 
25 Cowan, Henry J. Design of Reinforced Concrete Structures. 
26 MacGregor, James & Wight, James. Reinforced Concrete: Mechanics and Design. Fourth Edition. 
27 Cowan, Henry J. Design of Reinforced Concrete Structures. 
28 MacGregor, James & Wight, James. Reinforced Concrete: Mechanics and Design. Fourth Edition. 
29 Ibid. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1: Concrete Strength versus Type of Aggregate 
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The compressive strength is not as impacted by temperature as is tensile strength.  As 

shown in Figure 1, the strength reduction varies by type of aggregate.   

There are three main types of aggregates: siliceous, lightweight, and carbonate.  

The quartz in siliceous aggregates, for example, granite, quartzite, schists, and 

sandstones, will experience a phase change at about 800 to 1000ºF.  The lightweight 

aggregates lose their strength progressively at temperatures exceeding 1200ºF.  Concretes 

composed of carbonate aggregates, such as limestone and dolomite, tend to be rather 

unaffected by temperature.  However, when temperatures reach 1200 to 1300ºF, these 

aggregates experience a chemical change and quickly lose strength.30  

 Figure 1 also exemplifies the color variance of concretes due to a fire.  Such 

materials as limestone and siliceous aggregates within concrete have a tendency to 

change color with rising temperatures.  This color change is used to indicate the 

approximate temperature reached by the concrete.  Typically, the strength of concrete 

turned beyond pink is questionable.  Concrete that has changed to gray, which is past the 

pink stage, is commonly badly damaged and should be removed and replaced with a new 

layer of concrete.  

 On the contrary, low temperatures have the opposite effect on concrete, increasing 

the strength of both hardened and moist concrete, given the water does not freeze.31  

Subfreezing temperatures can greatly increase the compressive and tensile strengths as 

well as the modulus of elasticity of moist concrete.  However, dry concrete is not as 

affected by low temperatures. 

 The journal article, �Physical Properties of Concrete at Very Low Temperatures� 

notes that concrete had a strength of 5000psi through compression tests and a strength of 

17,000psi at -150ºF.  This same concrete was tested oven-dry and at an interior relative 

humidity of 50 percent, tested a 20 percent increase in compressive strength from the 

strength at 75ºF.  The results of the concrete undergoing the split-cylinder tensile strength 

showed an increase from 600psi at 75ºF to 1350psi at -75ºF.32 

 
                                                
30 Ibid 
31 From MacGregor: Monfore, G.E. and Lentz, A.E. �Physical Properties of Concrete at Very Low 
Temperatures.� Journal of the PCA Research and Development Laboratories, Vol. 4, No. 2, May 1962.  
33-39. 
32 Ibid.  
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2.4 Historic Construction and Masonry 

According to the Massachusetts Cultural Resource Information System 

(MACRIS), the building at 68 Prescott Street was built in 1912; however, an 1876 

Sanborn map of the site area places a building at 68 Prescott Street as early as 1870.  For 

the purpose of this project, we will utilize an early 1900�s construction time frame. 

The Gateway District is a reflection of the importance of Worcester in the 

industrial north.  One of the first uses of 68 Prescott Street was for the making of 

agricultural machinery but it is historically known as the United States Envelope 

Company Factory.  The U.S. Envelope Company was organized in 1896 as a partnership 

of ten smaller envelope companies.  They occupied the building until 1963, followed by a 

significant time of vacancy.  It was later subdivided for office use.   

While we do not know the particular time the facility was constructed, we do 

know that it is of masonry exterior construction with interior timber framing.  Masonry 

construction consistent to the system currently in place at the Gateway interacts 

differently than more current masonry buildings.  In old frames the weak mortar, in 

addition to pre-compression stress from the load bearing weight of the wall, resulted in 

the stresses to be spread throughout the wall rather than concentrated along the diagonal.  

In modern buildings, exterior walls are only meant for enclosure.  The brick is laid in a 

cement mortar resulting in stiff walls.  In current systems, exterior walls are not designed 

to carry any loads, if a lateral load results in too great of a deflection, the load is forced 

onto these walls resulting in one large failure in the wall.  In old framing systems, instead 

of one large failure in the wall, the softness in the mortar results in a small scale cracking 

across the mortar joints along the panel.33  

2.4.1  Masonry Construction 

 One of the most common types of construction consists of masonry bearing walls 

supporting the structural elements that carry the loads of the floors and walls.  At the time 

of construction it was necessary for the masonry walls to be thick enough to carry the 

loads and resist the lateral forces due to wind loads.  The term masonry is defined in 

                                                
33 Langenbach, Randolph.  �Historic masonry Construction: Bricks, Mortar, and Earthquakes: Historic 
Preservation vs. Earthquake Safety.� 
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Construction Materials and Processes, third edition, as including �most types of solid or 

hollow unit building materials which are held together with mortar, for example, brick, 

stone, hollow clay tile, concrete block, gypsum block and even glass block.�34  Since 

mortar functions to bond the masonry units together, it is important that mortar have little 

shrinkage, a resistance to moisture, and strength to resist applied forces.   

The standard mortar used during the timeframe was a lime base.  Lime mortar 

was used from ancient times until the late 19th century because it was relatively flexible 

and would accommodate the movement of buildings due to thermal expansion and 

contraction.  However, lime mortar is now banned from most building codes, as it is 

weak.35  Today, Portland cement is used almost exclusively, the exception being if a 

historic building is being renovated.36   

2.4.2  Masonry Reconstruction 

 The masonry building�s exterior was deteriorated, and it was necessary to restore 

the damage during renovations.  There are four basic physical causes for deterioration.   

• Freeze/thaw cycling 

• Wet/dry cycling 

• Thermal expansion/contraction 

• Salt crystallization 

  The freeze/thaw cycling is the most common cause of deterioration.37  The theory 

is that water freezes in the pores of the masonry unit, narrowing the pores. This leads to 

the break down of the pores, and in turn causes fracturing of the unit.  The wet/dry cycle 

contains a capillary action, and it can result in a force that exceeds the strength of the 

unit.  The brick absorbs moisture causing the brick to expand, when the brick dries out it 

shrinks, eventually the brick will fail as a result of this cycle.38  The thermal 

expansion/contraction results in the entire structure expanding and contracting with 

changes in temperature.  With inflexible mortar use, the building cannot accommodate 

this movement.  Lastly, when salt crystallizes on the surface of the masonry unit, it is not 
                                                
34 Watson. Construction Materials and Processes. 80. 
35 Ibid. 103. 
36 �Masonry� 
37 Watson. Construction Materials and Processes. 103 
38 �Brick face spalling from sealant� 
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very harmful; however, if crystallization occurs under the surface of the masonry, it can 

lead to crumbling and spalling.39  

 There are a number of ways to determine the cause of deterioration of masonry 

construction.  The age of the building is imperative to determining the cause of the 

failure, due to the difference in construction and mortar as previously discussed.  It is also 

important to consider where in the structure the failure is occurring, if an area of 

deterioration is near a downspout or windows, the cause of deterioration is due to 

excessive moisture.  However, if the failure is near a masonry opening it could be the 

result of the loading.  The direction (vertical or horizontal), of a crack will also provide 

insight into the cause of the deterioration.  While �a clean crack indicates recent 

movement; a dirty or previously filled crack may be inactive.�40  In addition, cracks 

correlating to expansion and contraction may be open one season and closed with the 

next.   Lastly, if there is dusting or flaking of masonry units, there is likely chemical 

deterioration of the unit.41  

2.4.3 Timber Construction 

Timber has been used as a material as early as the ancient Egyptians in 2500 BC.  

�In the industrial era of the 19th century timber was used widely for the construction not 

only of roofs but also furniture, waterwheels, gearwheels, rails of early pit railways, 

sleepers, signal poles, bobbins and boats.�42  Although timber was used extensively for 

structural members in the early 1900�s for the construction of buildings, it has given way 

in more recent times to structural steel and reinforced concrete. These construction 

materials provide more flexibility because of their greater strength and longer spans.   

The application of external forces can result in deformation of the timber.  The 

deformation is a result of timber not being truly elastic, it is dependent on time and 

magnitude of the applied stress and the physical characteristics of the specific wood.43   

In addition, the main causes of deterioration in wood are decay, insects, and fire.  

                                                
39 Ibid. 103. 
40 Old House Web. �General Masonry Inspection- cracking, vowing, spalling, sweeping�and other general 
issues about masonry structural systems.� 
41 Ibid 
42 Dinwoodie.  Concrete, Timber, and Metals the nature and behavior of structural materials. 106. 
43 Ibid. 305. 
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Techniques have been developed to protect wood from the elements of nature, fire, and 

insects by improving.44  

2.4.4 Scope of Consigli Construction  

The interior framing system within the masonry building was structurally sound at 

the time of purchase and did not require extensive reconstruction.  In the lecture hall 

located on the first floor, a steel beam was inserted to carry the load in place of columns 

that were taken out to create better visibility within the room.  The wood floors were not 

level, and in an effort to fix them Consigli poured a concrete slab over the existing floor 

structure.  The interior framing system was kept and no other modifications were made.  

Each floor was designed by the occupants and partitions were added accordingly.45   

Consigli Construction also rehabilitated and made modifications to the exterior of 

the structure.  New windows were installed and the brick mortar was replaced, as both 

were deteriorated with age.  Additionally, sections of an exterior wall were removed to 

create a passageway between the existing structure and the new structure, known as the 

�the link�.46   

The entire wall was not removed in order to keep the structures separate as they 

move independent of each other laterally.  There is approximately a six-inch to one-foot 

gap between the two structures.  As discussed previously, the historic masonry 

construction deflects laterally and carries loads differently than current construction.47   

2.5 Building Codes and Fire Protection 

The primary method of regulating building safety is through the implementation 

of building codes.  Building codes establish minimum criteria for safe construction to 

protect the lives of the public.  Some notable organizations and their building codes 

include the International Code Council (ICC), who publishes the 2006 International 

Building Code (IBC), and the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), the publisher 

of the Building Construction and Safety Code: NFPA 5000.   

                                                
44 Watson. Construction Materials and Processes. 154. 
45 Johnson, 2006. 
46 Ibid. 
47 Watson. Construction Materials and Processes. 
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For the purposes of this project, and to create a synergy with our Fire Protection 

Engineering graduate classes, we will focus on the provisions of the 2006 IBC.  The IBC 

is more widely adopted in the United States than NFPA 5000, and it is expected to form 

the basis for the next edition of the Massachusetts State Building Code.  

The International Code Council, ��was established in 1994 as an umbrella 

organization consisting of representatives of�� the International Conference of Building 

Officials (ICBO), Southern Building Code Congress International (SBCCI) and Building 

Officials and Code Administrators (BOCA).48  These organizations came together with 

the ideal of creating a single set of codes to replace the regional codes that had 

developed.  Their success in developing the IBC, as well as many other codes, led to the 

consolidation of all three groups created an association of more than 50,000 members.49 

2.5.1 Code Development 

The National Board of Fire Underwriters developed the first model building code 

in the United States in 1905.50  This 1905 code was an expansion of a code proposed 

several years earlier for the state of New York.51  Early codes such as this one were 

created by the insurance industry to ensure profits by attempting to reduce or prevent 

fires through the implementation of codes and standards.52  However, since then building 

codes have shifted their main goal from protecting insured properties to providing life 

safety and protecting all properties.     

To provide life safety and property protection, codes specify minimum standards 

for construction quality, which may implement either prescriptive or performance-based 

design, or elements of both.  Prescriptive codes set forth, ��construction requirements 

according to particular materials and construction methods, rather than to performance 

criteria.�53  On the other hand, performance-based building codes specify construction 

standards based on, ��performance criteria rather than to specific building materials, 

products, or methods of construction.�  Traditionally, building codes have been based on 

                                                
48 Diamantes, David. The Principles of Fire Prevention. 72. 
49 Ibid. 73. 
50 Ibid. 69. 
51 Ibid. 69. 
52 Ibid. 68. 
53 �Explain Prescriptive.� http://www.teachmefinance.com/Financial_Terms/prescriptive_code.html  
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prescriptive design methods because although fire safety system design is very complex, 

it is still a relatively new and developing field.54  With underdeveloped technology and a 

necessity to combat the fire problem, codes were developed based on existing practices in 

the building industry.55 However, other engineering fields such as structural design 

implement performance-based design.  

Prescriptive codes such as the IBC have been accepted for more than a century 

within the fire protection engineering field; however, shifts in the industry are creating a 

movement toward performance-based code design, such as embodied in NFPA 5000.  

Since their inception, building codes have expanded to meet the needs of the ever-

changing construction environment and new technology.  The birth of high-rise building 

design and underground facilities exemplify some of the challenges posed by the 

dynamic building design to which today�s codes must adapt.  These factors, as well as the 

need for continued safety code development, may be contributing to the movement from 

prescriptive toward performance-based design.   

2.5.2 Code Organization  

Building codes create regulations that are specific to the functionality or use of a 

space.  Areas within a building are all given an occupancy classification, by which the 

jurisdiction�s building code may regulate the space�s structural elements, fire systems, 

and other attributes.  While some occupancy classifications are typical, such as kitchen or 

residential spaces, other classification names may vary from code to code.  The variation 

in naming between codes does not imply that there is a corresponding occupancy from 

one code to the next.  Moreover, the parameters by which a space is classified as one 

occupancy or another also varies between codes.  Hence, a space identified as occupancy 

�X� in one code may or may not have the same classification in another. 

 With differing occupancy classifications and corresponding regulations, it is 

expected that more variations will continue to be seen from one code to the next.  In 

terms of the overall organization of codes, NFPA 5000 and the IBC are, perhaps, defined 

by the distinct framework each code applies.  The NFPA 5000 code devotes a chapter to 

each occupancy classification previously outlined.  These chapters list those requirements 
                                                
54 Fitzgerald, Robert.  Building Fire Performance Analysis. 2.  
55 Ibid. 2. 
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specific to the occupancy and then refer the reader to other chapters for broad guidelines 

on topics such as means of egress.   In contrast, the 2006 IBC provides one inclusive 

chapter for each topic and within that chapter lists exceptions or variations that may occur 

for a particular occupancy.  

Despite some divergence, building codes strive to achieve the same basic health 

and safety objectives through regulation.  Thus, codes generally encompass the same 

topics and building elements.  From height and area limitations to fire protection systems 

and means of egress, codes establish minimum standards for acceptable construction.   

2.5.3 Code Becomes Law 

Building codes such as the IBC and NFPA 5000 only serve as model codes.  For a 

building code to be made into law it must be adopted by the authority having jurisdiction 

(AHJ).  Once adopted the AHJ may implement and enforce the building code within the 

district or zoning area.   

Model codes may be adopted as a whole or in part.  For example, the Sixth 

Edition of the Massachusetts Building Code is based on the specifications of the 1993 

National Building Code written by the Building Official Code Administrator�s (BOCA), 

another model building code association that merged with others to form the International 

Code Council.56  However, the Massachusetts Building Code implements BOCA�s 1993 

code, while making some significant changes; therefore, this code is unique to the state of 

Massachusetts.57  

  

 

 

 

                                                
56 Galvin, William. �Massachusetts State Building Code: User�s Guide to CMR 780, 6th Edition.� 
http://www.mass.gov/Eeops/docs/dps/BuildingCode/780CMRUSG.pdf. 3. 
57 Ibid. 3. 
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To complete our project objectives and gain a better understanding of what the 

Gateway Park development entailed we investigated historic construction and masonry.  

This allowed us insight into some of the issues that might come up in dealing with 

renovating a 100-year-old masonry building.  Also, gaining a better understanding of 

brownfield development helped us understand the social and economic implications of 

this project. 

These topics, along with our research on structural steel and reinforced concrete 

design enhanced our methodology and provided us with the proper resources to develop 

structural alternatives.  By understanding the nature of the materials we were using and 

the design methods associated with them we were able to develop new building frames. 

Lastly, building code research developed a basis for all of the project work 

involving fire protection engineering.  Through knowledge of code development and 

differing code structures we were able to better understand the codes.  This understanding 

was the basis of our investigation of the compliance of the egress safety and fire 

protection systems of the building.  Through completing this background research we 

were able to focus our report and develop a more succinct methodology.   
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3. Methodology 
 Our group performed a structural analysis to get a sense of proportion, sensitivity, 

and cost for the Gateway Project.  To complete the structural analysis we divided our 

project group into two teams of two people.  Each group explored a different construction 

material, either concrete or steel, to perform a structural analysis and provide several 

design alternatives.  Based on depth of construction and feasibility of the design, both 

groups then chose the best one or two alternatives from their design to further investigate 

with cost estimates.  The feasibility of each structural system was determined by 

determining the available vertical space within the constraints of the building.  

 Additionally, this report addresses several issues within the field of Fire 

Protection Engineering.  A Fire Safety Code Analysis was completed based on the 

information and measurements collected from site visits.  This section addresses issues 

related to building egress and the different elements that facilitate egress.  Also, we 

investigated the code compliance of the building�s Fire Protection Systems, based on the 

IBC�s provisions.  Through inspection of the site and by the information provided in the 

fire protection specifications, we studied the passive and active systems installed in the 

building.  Lastly, we performed a risk assessment to address possible fire scenarios and 

their implications.    

We completed our project with the following objectives: 

(1) Understanding historic construction. 

(2) Development of a structural analysis and design alternatives with a cost 

analysis. 

(3) Developing a synergy with undergraduate education and Fire Protection 

Engineering work. 

3.1 Gravity Load Design 

A load refers to any type of force exerted on an object, which may be in the form 

of a weight or gravitational force.  The most important aspect of a structural engineers� 

job is to accurately estimate the loading that a structure may endure over its lifetime.  In 

gravity load design, both dead and live loads are investigated. Dead loads are loads of 
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constant magnitude that remain in one position.58  They consist of the structural frame�s 

own weight and other loads that are permanently attached to the frame.  For a steel-

framed building, the frame, walls, floors, roof, plumbing, and fixtures are dead loads.   

Live loads are loads that may change in position and magnitude.59  They are caused when 

a structure is occupied, used, and maintained.  Publications of methodologies such as the 

Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) and the American National Standards 

Institute (ANSI) are necessary to design structures appropriately.   

3.1.1 Structural Steel Design  
We designed steel structural systems using composite beam and slab design and 

rolled steel beams. The steel frame design alternatives were designed to withstand loads 

and forces and act independently from the existing brick exterior of the building.  We 

followed the LRFD method and the provisions of AISC in our design method for the 

structural steel alternatives. 

Our methodology for gravity load design was based on the LRFD provisions of 

the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC). This design method is based on the 

use of limit states, or, ��the condition at which a structure or some part of that structure 

ceases to perform its intended function.�60  This method uses safety factors to increase 

the scale of the calculated design loads applied to the structure to allow for uncertainties 

involved in estimating loads.61 The factored loads are used to calculate the critical or 

governing load combination that will be used in the design process.62 

 The American Institute of Steel Construction is a non-profit technical institute and 

trade association established to serve the structural steel design community.63  AISC has 

traditionally served the steel construction industry by providing reliable information 

through publishing technical handbooks.64 AISC introduced the LRFD method into its 

handbook for its ability to provide more reliable steel structures under any loading. 65  

                                                
58 McCormac, Jack. Structural Steel Design. 702. 
59 Ibid. 702. 
60 Ibid. 48. 
61 Ibid. 49. 
62 Ibid. 51. 
63 AISC. �Our Mission: Making Structural Steel the Material of Choice.�  
http://www.aisc.org/Content/NavigationMenu/About_AISC/Mission/Mission.htm 
64 Ibid.  
65 McCormac, Jack. Structural Steel Design. 57. 
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Also, the language and style used in this method illustrate advances made in structural 

steel design methods over the years.66  This method, as opposed to the use of others such 

as Allowable Stress Design (ASD) may also offer some economic advantage depending 

on the ratio of the dead and live loads.67 

The assumptions used to design the steel structural alternatives are as follows: 

• Young�s Modulus, Modulus of Elasticity (E) = 29,000 ksi 

• Minimum Yield Stress (Fy)= 50 ksi 

• Tensile Stress (Fu)= 60 ksi  

• Concrete Compressive Strength (f�c) = 3.5 ksi 

• Stud diameter of ¾� 

• Concrete floor slab thickness = 5� 

• Fixed end connections 

Loading 

The loading conditions for the structure were determined based on the provisions 

of the IBC.  Both the dead and live load conditions were determined for each building 

level, based on the occupancy of the space.   

The primary dead load for our design was the weight of the slab.  With unshored 

construction the beams must support the weight of the wet concrete during construction, 

as well as construction loads.68  Thereafter, when the concrete has set and gained 

strength, all loads carried, ��may be considered to be supported by the composite 

section.�69  We chose to use a 5-inch slab, which provides a 2-hour fire resistance rating 

between floors.70  Weighing approximately 145 lb/ft3, the slab dead load was determined 

to be 60.4 pounds per ft2 (psf).  

To determine the total dead load, we assumed the additional following loads: 

Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing (MEP): 5psf 

Construction Load: 16psf 

Ceiling: 2psf 

                                                
66 Ibid. 57. 
67 Ibid. 57. 
68 Ibid. 518. 
69 Ibid. 518. 
70MacGregor, James & Wight, James. Reinforced Concrete: Mechanics and Design. Fourth Edition.  436. 
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Thus, the total unfactored dead load totaled 83.4psf.  The live loads for the first through 

third floors were determined from Table 1607.1 in the IBC, with a 100psf load for the 

first floor lecture hall with movable seats and a 50psf dead load for the office space on 

the second and third floors.71  The live load for the roof was a snow load.72  The 

unfactored loads for each floor and the roof are listed in the Table 1.   

 

We utilized the LRFD method of applying load factors to building loads to 

account for uncertainty in loading.  The load factors applied to either the dead or live load 

are dependent on the load combinations. Using the load combination equations, sited in 

the IBC, published by the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) we determined 

the governing load combination.73  The two equations most relevant to the design of the 

gravity systems can be seen below: 

1.2* (Dead Load) + 1.6*(Live Load) 

1.2*(Dead Load) + 1.6*(Snow Load) + 0.5*(Live Load)  

The governing load combination is equivalent to the equation that produces a critical 

value.  ASCE 7-98 requires that, ��structures and their components are to be designed 

so their strengths is at least equal to the values obtained with the load combinations.�74  

The method of design helps ensure that the calculations and corresponding structural 

designs are conservative.    

                                                
71 2006 International Building Code. 285. 
72 Ibid. 285. 
73.Ibid. 282. 
74 McCormac, Jack. Structural Steel Design. 50. 

Table 1: Steel Gravity Design Dead and Live Loads 

Floor Dead Load Live Load 
First 83.4 100 

Second 83.4 50 
Third 83.4 50 
Roof 55 50 
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From the critical load combinations, we designed the typical bay areas for each 

floor layout.  The three varying bay sizes we chose to investigate were 69� x 27.75�, 34.5� 

x 27.75, and 34.5� x 18.5�.   An example layout for the 34.5� x 18.5� bay size is shown in 

the Figure 2.  

By creating steel frame alternatives based on these floor layouts we explored 

which option would offer the most flexibility.  The flexibility in the gravity system 

designs was determined by focusing on vertical flexibility allowed by the required depth 

of the beams and girders.  

Beam Design 

The beam designs for each layout were prepared with differing spacing based on 

the number of filler beams for each bay, ranging from 2 to 5 filler beams.  The varied 

spacing of the beams allowed us to explore the effect of tributary width on the load per 

foot of area (wu), which is calculated from the governing load equation.  Using the wu 

value we calculated the governing moment for each beam and the effective flange width.  

We then proceeded to select W sections with the aid of reference tables from AISC�s 

Steel Design Manual 2005.   

 
Figure 2: Floor Layout for 34.5' x 18.5' Bay Size 
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To provide connections for each beam we chose to use ¾� diameter studs, which 

are the typical size stud used for building construction.  Based on the area of the stud and 

the nominal shear strength of the studs, shown in Table 16.1 of McCormac�s text, we 

calculated the number of studs needed for the composite beam and slab system.  

Acceptable stud spacing was then determined based on the length of the beam and the 

number of required studs.  These spacing were then checked against the minimum and 

maximum center-to-center spacing permitted by LRFD Specifications.75 

Girder Design 

For each bay size we chose a beam that best fit our criteria for the desired 

building design.  The selected beams were chosen for the vertical flexibility they allowed 

based on beam dimensions.  From this beam weight and corresponding number of filler 

beams, a girder was designed to complete each bay.  The girder design was completed 

with the same method used for beam design.   

To complete the girder design we determined the number of shear studs required 

per girder, as well as their spacing.  From these structural alternatives we chose the best 

option for the girder and beam system for each bay size based primarily on the depth of 

construction.   

Column design  

The column designs for the steel frames were established based on a 2-floor 

continuation.  In other words, the 1st and 2nd floors were designed to have one continuous 

column run the vertical length of these floors.  The same approach was applied to the 3rd 

and 4th floors.  Due to this choice of methodology, the design load for the columns was 

based on the total load incurred at the lower floor.   

Using the column strength equations from the LRFD Specification, we 

determined the critical or buckling stress for the columns, Fcr.  Using this value we were 

able to calculate the required area to support the compressive loading. For each floor we 

designed corner, exterior and interior columns.   

Slant Beam Design (Atypical Area) 

The final step in gravity load design for the masonry building was to design the 

non-uniform or atypical area that was not covered by the typical bay size layout.  To 

                                                
75 Ibid. 525. 
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accomplish this we designed slant beams for the atypical area on the east side of the 

building.  Using the Figure 3 as an example, we can see the atypical or slant beam design 

area outlined in red. 

Atypical design was based on triangular loading within the space rather than the 

distributed loading used in the beam design for the typical areas.  However, the 

subsequent methodology for our slant beam design followed that of beam design for the 

typical areas, including determining the required number of shear studs and their 

acceptable spacing. 

Some portions of the design work were performed through hand calculation; 

however, spreadsheets were developed to supplement the manual calculations.  Selected 

examples of the steel design hand calculations can be seen in Appendix F.  

Subsequent to the actual design of the steel framing systems, we identified two 

designs that allowed for the greatest vertical flexibility.  This identification was based on 

the depth of the beams and girders for each alternative that was designed.  For the 

selected designs cost estimates were prepared.  The methodology for the cost estimates 

can be seen in Section 3.3 of the report.  

 
Figure 3: Floor Layout for 34.5' x 18.5' Bay Size 
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3.1.2 Reinforced Concrete Design 
We designed a reinforced concrete frame system using the direct design method, 

as presented in the American Concrete Institute (ACI) Code Section 318.   The direct 

design method involves visualizing the floor slabs in terms of panels and determining the 

statical moments within the panels. A set of prescribed coefficients give the negative and 

positive moments within the panel.  However, there are limitations to the direct design 

method which include the stipulation that there be fairly regular multi-panel slabs.  The 

limitations are given in ACI Section 13.6.1.76 

In designing the gravity load system for concrete, we conducted design calculations 

for both one-way and two-way slab systems for the purpose of comparing and analyzing 

the alternatives both feasibly and economically.  The following assumptions were made 

for the purpose of our calculations:  

• Fy = 40 ksi (60 ksi for one way slab design calculations as given in example 

followed in MacGregor77) 

• f�c = 3.75 ksi 

• Fu = 60 ksi 

One-Way Slab Design 

Modeling our calculations after examples found throughout the fourth edition of 

Reinforced Concrete: Mechanics and Design, a textbook by MacGregor and Wight, we 

began with a one-way slab-and-beam system.  For design purposes, a one-way slab is 

assumed to act as a series of independent, parallel strips with a width of 1-ft.78  The slab 

carries the loads to the beams which, in turn, transmits the loads to girders and lastly the 

columns.   

The ACI Code Section 9.5 gives the minimum thickness of slabs not supporting 

or attached to partitions or other construction susceptible to large deflection damages. 79 

There is no aid for other scenarios.  As a result, we chose our slab thickness based on the 

danger of heat transmission during a fire.  The fire rating of a floor is equal to the number 

of hours of exposure in a standard furnace test needed for the temperature of the 

                                                
76 MacGregor, James & Wight, James. Reinforced Concrete: Mechanics and Design. Fourth Edition. 624. 
77 Ibid. 443. 
78 Ibid. 436. 
79 Ibid. 436. 
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unexposed surface to reach a limiting value.  The temperature is a given value, typically 

250ûF.80  To be conservative, we chose a 5-inch slab thickness, which gives a 2-hour fire 

rating.81  Consequently, a 5-inch slab thickness yields an exterior bay size of 21�x 18� and 

an interior bay size of 21�x 19�utilizing to ACI Table 9.5.82   

Generally, the slab is also supported by steel reinforcement.  Concrete cover 

provides corrosion resistance, fire resistance, and a wearing surface to bond the two 

materials.  Due to the fact that we are dealing with interior building structures, which will 

not be exposed to weather or in contact with the ground, MacGregor suggests the use of 

No. 11 bars and smaller, with a ¾-inch clear cover recommended.83 

In determining the total load, we assumed the following additional dead loads: 

Floor cover: 0.5psf 

     Mechanical equipment: 4psf 

Ceiling: 2psf 

Thus, with the trial unfactored load, the total dead load equals 69 psf.  We have 

established the live load to be 100 psf, based on assembly occupancy.84  Subsequently, 

we applied these loads to the ACI Code load combinations for concrete design from ACI 

Section 9.2.1 to obtain the governing factored load on a typical section. 

A tension-controlled member is defined as one that has an extreme tensile strain 

greater than or equal to 0.005 at ultimate.85  Therefore, the slab proves to be tension-

controlled and meets the definition of a beam. As a result, we chose the strength-

reduction factor ∅ =0.90 for flexure.86  The next series of calculations was performed to 

confirm the slab thickness was adequate for the moment and shear.  

Additionally, the reinforcement was determined for the slab.  The straight-bar 

arrangement of reinforcement is almost always used in buildings with one-way slabs due 

to inexpensive costs and ease of construction.87  The area of reinforcement was computed 

as As/ft of width. Because one-way slabs are designed with 1-ft width, the area of steel 

                                                
80 Ibid. 436. 
81 Ibid, 436. 
82 Ibid. 442. 
83 Ibid, 436.  
84 2006 International Building Code. 
85 ACI Section 10.3.4 
86 ACI Section 9.3.2.1 
87 MacGregor, James & Wight, James. Reinforced Concrete: Mechanics and Design. Fourth Edition.  437. 
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required equals the product of the area of a bar times the number of bars per foot.  

Equation 1 illustrates this relationship:88  

 

 

 

where Ab is the area of one bar.  In one-way slabs, the maximum bar spacing is three 

times the slab thickness or 18 inches, whichever is smaller.89  However, to maintain crack 

control, ACI Section 10.6.4 restricts the maximum spacing of flexural reinforcement 

closest to the tension face of a slab as shown in Equation 2. 

  

where fs is the stress in tension steel, and Cc is the clear cover to control the width of 

cracks on this face of the slab.90  The calculated s = 12 inches overrides the 18-inch 

maximum spacing limit previously mentioned.   

 A spreadsheet was used to repeat the slab design calculations for varying bay 

sizes.  The second scenario includes a 27.5� x 30� bay size; and lastly, the third 

alternative consists of 20� x 25� exteriors and 15� x 25� interior bays, resulting in a 7.5-

inch and 6.43-inch slab thickness, respectively.   

Beam Design 
 Example 4-7 of MacGregor was followed in the design of rectangular beams.  

This specific example was calculated �when b and h are unknown.�91 The first step was 

estimating the dead load of the beam.  The weight of a rectangular beam will be 

                                                
88 Ibid, Equation 10-5, 437 
89 ACI Section 7.6.5 
90 MacGregor, James & Wight, James. Reinforced Concrete: Mechanics and Design. Fourth Edition.  451. 
91 Ibid. 151. 

As/ft = Ab  
 
 
 

Equation 1: Area of Steel Bars Required 

    but not greater than (ACI Eqn. 10-5) 

Equation 2: Maximum Spacing of Flexural Reinforcement  
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approximately 10 to 20 percent of the load it must carry.92  We then computed the 

factored moment.  Next, we had to select a trial steel ratio,ρ, in order to calculate φkn.  To 

select ρ, economic, ductility, and placing considerations were made. We set ρ = 0.01 by 

considering ductility and economy.93  We then calculated b and d and revised Mu.  Then, 

it was necessary to calculate the area of reinforcement and select the reinforcing steel 

corresponding to the minimum area required.  The beam design was checked to see if it 

was tension-controlled and the area of reinforcement was checked for sufficient moment-

resistance. 

Continuous Girder Design 

 To design the continuous girders, the fifth edition of Parker and Ambrose�s 

Simplified Design of Reinforced Concrete was used.  The first phase of this design was 

determining the concentrated and distributed loads.  The uniformly distributed load 

includes the weight of the girder as well as the superimposed loads of the floor area 

tributary to the girder�s tributary width.94  For an approximate design, we considered the 

total load as a distributed load singly applied and then utilized the moment factors from 

the ACI Code for positive and negative moments.  

 In considering flexure, the use of a section with compressive reinforcing at the 

maximum negative moment of the interior column was considered, allowing reduction in 

the girder size while enhancing the strength of the girder-column connection.95 This 

additional reinforcement also contributes to resisting wind and seismic forces on the 

building. Parker recommends designing a section with a balancing moment capacity 

about two-thirds that of the total required resisting moment.96 The section was 

checked for adequacy for shear in order to design the stirrup spacing for the maximum 

shear stress.  The role of the stirrups is to act as ties for the compressive reinforcing at the 

interior columns. 

Continuous T-beam Design 

 The next scenario analyzed was a one-way slab and continuous T-beam.  The 

design of the continuous T-beam was performed for the first scenario discussed in which 
                                                
92 Ibid. 151. 
93 Ibid. 151. 
94 Parker, Harry and Ambrose, James. Simplified Design of Reinforced Concrete. Fifth edition. 167-168. 
95 Ibid. 168. 
96 Ibid. 168. 
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there was a 5-inch slab thickness.  The slab of the T-beam acts as the top flange of the 

beam. The first step in this procedure was to calculate the effective flange width. Per ACI 

Section 8.10, the width of slab effective as a T-beam flange shall not exceed one-fourth 

the length of the beam.  In addition, the effective overhanging slab width on the sides of 

the web cannot exceed more than eight times the slab thickness or one-half the distance 

to the next web, whichever is smallest.   

Beam stems were then designed based on the deflection from ACI Table 9-5. 

Additionally, we calculated the moment capacity. The internal lever arm, jd, was 

estimated.  For singly reinforced beams, the compressive force and the depth of the stress 

block were calculated based on the tensile force.  Then, the compressive force resultant 

and its line of action were calculated.  Lastly, the value obtained for the lever arm was 

multiplied by either force, compressive or tensile, to compute the moment capacity.  It 

was also necessary to determine the required reinforcing steel for the T-beam. 

Two-Way Slab Design 

 The behavior of a two-way slab in comparison to a one-way slab is that the slab 

carries load in two directions.  This is feasible because the beams are built within the 

depth of the slab.  MacGregor notes that the two-way slab system is an efficient, 

economical, and commonly used structural system.   

There are various forms of two-way slab systems.  Flat plates are used for 

moderately light loads and are often found in apartment buildings.   This uniform slab is 

simply supported by columns.  This system is most cost-effective for bay sizes spanning 

15 to 20 feet.  In the case of larger spans, the thickness required to distribute loads to 

columns is larger than that required for bending.  Therefore, to lighten the slab, save 

material, and decrease moments, ribs are used to replace the slab located at the mid-

spans.  This arrangement is known as a waffle slab and is formed with fiberglass or metal 

forms. This type of slab is typically used for spans from 25 to 40 feet.  Futhermore, flat 

slab systems are used for heavy industrial loads.  This system requires thickening the slab 

near the column with drop panels or by forming a column capital in which the column is 

flared at the top.  This allows the load to transfer to the columns.  This scheme is used 

when loads exceed 100psf and for bays spanning 20 to 30 feet.   
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 As with the continuous T-beam option, we chose to stick with the first scenario 

bay size of 18�x21� and 19�x21� and a 7.5-inch thick slab thickness was determined to 

design the two-way slab.  It was necessary to determine the moments in a 12-inch wide 

slab strip for both the East � West direction and North � South direction.  As previously 

mentioned, this is a result of the two-way slab carrying loads in both directions.  The next 

design step was to distribute the moments to the columns and middle strips of the slab.  

Lastly, we chose our steel reinforcement.   

All hand calculations corresponding to the design of the varying reinforced 

concrete systems can be found in Appendix G.   

3.2 Lateral Load Design 
The next step of our methodology was to ensure our design is adequate for lateral 

loadings.  Instead of applying the lateral loads to all scenarios, we chose the most 

desirable of our results.  The most desirable scenario was based on feasibility, economics, 

and vertical flexibility within the space.  

Wind Loads 

Utilizing the Massachusetts State Building Code, we determined and applied a 

uniform wind load based on the 90 mile per hour fastest wind speed to the building.  This 

was converted to a point load and applied to each story of the building based on the 

tributary height and total height.  To begin the lateral system design, we implemented the 

software program RISA-2D Educational Version.  This software allows a designer to 

apply loads to the desired framing system to determine member forces and lateral 

translations in both the x and y direction.  The total deflections of the system were 

calculated by the software and can be found in Appendix H.   

Seismic Loads 

 The seismic load applied to our building was determined utilizing the 

Massachusetts State Building Code (MSBC).  First, it was necessary to determine the 

weight of both the steel and concrete framing system: beams, girders, columns and slabs.  

The weights of the brick exterior, windows, and gypsum partitions were included for the 

total weight of the building.  In addition to the dead load, consideration was made for 

snow loads where a reduction of 50 percent is permitted.  To calculate the seismic base 

shear we followed the steps outlined in the Massachusetts� State Building Code.  First, 
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we found the seismic coefficient with the aid of Consigli Construction�s structural cover 

sheet provided in the drawings.  The structural cover sheet classified the building as 

Seismic Hazard Exposure Group II, indicating seismic performance category C.  

Additionally, it provided information on the soil profile type which was S2.  Next, the 

fundamental period of the building was approximated based on height and the moment 

resisting framing system classification.   The seismic base shear was then calculated by 

multiplying the weight and the seismic coefficient.  Next, the vertical distribution factor 

was determined using a ratio of the weight and height of a single story in relation to the 

total weight and total height of the building.  This factor was then multiplied by the 

seismic base shear and applied to each story as a point load.   

3.3 Cost Estimating 

 In an effort to compare the designs obtained from the two different construction 

materials, we calculated cost estimates for the interior structural systems.  This allowed 

the project group to consider both flexibility and economic aspects for determining the 

most desirable layout of the building.  The 65th Annual Edition (2007) of the R.S. Means: 

Building Construction Cost Data was utilized to prepare the cost estimates. 

For the cost estimate of the space, it was important to consider the costs of 

demolition and gutting the building.  Prior to its renovation, the interior of the building 

boasted a very open floor plan, containing only a few columns for support.  According to 

the Project Manager for Consigli, Steve Johnson, the highest cost involved in the process 

was the asbestos abatement.  The total cost for gutting the interior, including abatement, 

totaled $300,000.  However, this cost does not include the allowance for demolition of 

the interior columns and the floor system, as they are still in place today.  This cost was 

integrated into our cost estimate to calculate the cost per square foot of renovating the 

space.  

To determine the cost for the structural steel alternatives the weight of the beams, 

girders and columns were calculated for each layout. The aggregate steel cost was 

calculated using a cost of $3500 per ton.  The 5-inch floor slabs of ready-mix concrete 

with strength of 3500 psi, were valued at $116 per cubic yard.97  Finally, the costs of 

                                                
97 RS Means Square Foot Costs: 26th Annual Edition. 174. 
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shear studs for the composite system were added at a cost of $3 each.  Combined with the 

aforementioned cost of gutting the building, we were able to determine the cost per 

square foot of installing our steel frame designs.  

 To estimate the costs of the reinforced concrete system, we followed the prices 

that apply to structural concrete, which include the price of labor, materials and 

equipment.  Ready-mix concrete with a strength of 4000 psi costs $119 per cubic yard.  

For the placement of concrete per use of a pump, the following prices were applied: $28 

per yd3 for slabs less than 6-inch; $24.50 per yd3 for a slab thickness between 6 and 10 

inches; and $43 per yd3 for large beam and girders.  The columns were excluded from the 

cost estimates because we chose to design columns only for our most desirable layout.  

 For details of the cost estimate results for both of the construction materials please 

refer to Chapters 5 and 6.   

3.4 Fire Safety Code Analysis 

 This section was completed utilizing the IBC and following the outline of a 

report, completed by R.W. Sullivan, a fire protection engineering firm in Boston, 

Massachusetts.  Prior to a January 2007 site visit, a list was developed of measurements 

that were referenced in IBC Chapter 10-Means of Egress, which needed to be gathered. 

 List of Measurements:  

• Stairwell width/height 

• Stair tread/height/depth 

• Handrail height 

• Handrail diameter 

• Handrail distance from wall 

• Landing width/height 

• Exit travel distance 

• Number of exits 

• Dead end corridor 

• Corridor width 

• Doorway width/height 

• Doors opening into stairwells 
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• Direction of door swing 

• Proper Illumination and exit signs 

• Lecture Hall, aisle width/length 

The building height and area limitations were determined based on the plans 

provided to the group by Consigli Construction.  We made a comparison between the 

requirements of the IBC and the installed features within the facility to determine the 

building�s compliance with the current building code provisions.   

3.5 Fire Protection Systems 

This section of the report addresses both the active and passive fire protection 

systems installed in the masonry building.  We were able to complete this section by 

reviewing project plans and fire protection specifications and performing two 

walkthroughs of the masonry building.  The first walkthrough was in September 2006 at 

the beginning of the interior renovation.  Our second walk through was in January 2007, 

during the later stages of renovation.  In addition to our visual reviews, information was 

gathered from the tours with the Project Manager for Consigli, Steve Johnson.  The fire 

protection specifications can be seen in Appendix I.  

During our site visits we completed a visual investigation of the building�s active 

fire protection system.  The main features that were addressed were the automatic 

sprinkler system and standpipes.  However, other features of the active fire protection 

systems such as portable fire extinguishers, manual pull stations, and audible alarms were 

also inspected.  As well as visual inspection, we also collected information verbally from 

the project manager.  We focused on information regarding different components of the 

active fire protection system, such as the sprinklers and fire control panel.  All of the 

information gathered is listed on the data collection sheet in Appendix J. 

Additionally, we explored the passive fire protection features of the building.  The 

passive fire protection of a building is dependent on the building�s layout as well as its 

materials and methods of construction.  The main components we looked for in the 

passive fire protection were rate of fire growth, compartmentation, and emergency egress.  

These three categories best summarize the strength or weaknesses of a building�s passive 
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fire protection systems. Information on the construction materials used and the building�s 

layout and egress routes was gathered from the building plans provided by Consigli.   

3.6 Risk Assessment 

To complete our risk assessment we identified scenarios that could occur in the 

masonry building and what their implications.  To do this we investigated existing threats 

and the events that may occur leading to full room involvement (FRI).  The sequence of 

necessary steps would include presence of an ignition source, no automatic suppression, 

no manual suppression, and sufficient fuel and ventilation for the fire to grow.   

 It is important to note that in completing a risk assessment there may be several 

different objectives to accomplish.  These objectives are dependent on the different points 

of view regarding the space under consideration.  However, the main objectives in any 

fire scenario are life safety, mission protection, and property protection. 

This assessment provides awareness of the different factors that may come under 

consideration in a risk assessment, and does not include probabilities or statistics.  To 

identify some of the key risks for consideration we studied the Concepts Trees provided 

in the NFPA�s Fire Protection Handbook.  These diagrams provide relationships of fire 

prevention and damage control strategies.99  �The fire safety concepts tree provides an 

overall structure with which to analyze the potential impact of fire safety strategies.� 100  

The principal branches of the Fire Safety Concepts Tree can be seen in the Figure 4. 

                                                
98 NFPA. Fire Protection Handbook: Nineteenth Edition. 2-38. 
99 Ibid. 2-38. 
100 Ibid. 2-38. 

 
Figure 4: Principal Branches of the Fire Safety Concepts Tree98 
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For our risk scenarios, we examined pieces of the NFPA�s decision trees and 

looked at negative outcomes.  Branches of the diagram suggest preventing fire ignition 

and controlling fuel; thus, we chose a fire scenario to study the available fuels in the 

masonry building.  Also mentioned is managing the fire by means of suppression.  To 

assess the risk of the masonry building, we identified scenarios in which manual and/or 

automatic suppression would or would not occur.  Lastly, we explored the hazards 

implicit in not renovating or remodeling a stairwell that does conform to building codes.  

Occupants would likely still use this stairwell as an egress point; however, the building 

owner would be liable for legal damages including the possible injury and death of 

building occupants.  Thus, this scenario identified risk associated with life safety. 

We have provided a narrative to raise awareness of the factors under 

consideration in risk assessment.  Statistical data would be needed to complete a risk 

analysis and assessment of any scenarios.  Such information may be found from an 

assortment of resources; however, it is important to use data that is both appropriate and 

from a reputable source.  
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4. Structural Steel Design  
The following section presents the framing plans for the bay sizes considered in 

the design process.  The tables that summarize the results of the steel structural 

alternative design follow each layout.  From the design alternatives, we chose the best 

two based primarily on the depth of construction. 

4.1 Gravity Load Design Summary Tables 

 The summary tables provided herein were developed based solely on the gravity 

loads for the building.  The term gravity loads includes the dead loads associated with the 

use of the space, as well as allowances for the weight of the steel frame, MEP, ceiling 

assembly, and exterior walls.  Gravity live loading also includes the basic office live load 

attributed to the masonry building and snow loads for the roof of the building.  For a 

complete listing of the loads attributed to each floor please refer to section 3.1.1 of this 

report. 

 This section addresses the design of a typical bay and the atypical area, including 

the lecture hall located on the first level of the building.  Framing plans for the typical 

floor areas and the slant beam design are provided. 

4.1.1 Bay Size: 34.5� x 27.75�  

The subsequent section summarizes the layout and design for the 34.5� x 27.75� 

bay size.  For this scenario, we investigated the use of three to five filler beams running 

perpendicular to the girders in each bay.  The layout is shown in Figure 5. 
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 The design of our steel structural alternatives began with designing the typical 

building areas.  Thus, each floor was divided into bays of equal size for design purposes.  

The atypical areas were designed subsequent to the typical areas. 

For the this floor layout special considerations were made for the lecture hall on 

the first floor.   The lecture hall on the first floor boasts a larger bay size to eliminate the 

column that would be present if the 34.5� x 27.75� bay size was used throughout.  Thus, 

the floor layout for the lecture hall is more practical for its use, as well as aesthetically 

pleasing.  The beam design summary tables can be seen in Table 2.      

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Layout for 34.5' x 27.75' Bay Size 
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Following our methodology, from our beam design we were able to design girders 

that would withstand the building�s loading as well as the additional weight of the beams.  

The girder designs correspond with the beam designs for the varying number of filler 

beams used.  A complete summary of the girder designs for the 34.5� x 27.75� bay size is 

shown in Table 3. 

 
 

By using the girder and beam layout shown in the Figure 6, we were able to best 

utilize the vertical space in the masonry building.   

Table 2: Beam Design for 34.5' x 27.75' Bay Size 

 

Table 3: Girder Design for 34.5' x 27.75' Bay Size 

 

 
Figure 6: Beam & Girder Layout 
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The total depth for each beam and girder configuration was determined by adding 

the girder depth, slab thickness and any additional vertical allowances made for MEP.   

Additional MEP allowances were determined based on the slab and beams being joined 

together compositely.  Thus, we determined the available space by subtracting the beam 

depth from the girder depth.  For our design, we required a 6-inch MEP space below the 

beams.  If the available space we determined was less than 6-inch than the ceiling would 

be suspended lower to make up the difference.  This adjustment to ceiling height was 

added to the total depth of construction.  The Table 4 summarizes the total depth of 

construction for each beam and girder design.   

 
 Subsequently, we performed column design for each floor layout.  The columns 

were designed for a two-floor continuation.  Thus, the design for the first and second 

floors was identical.  A summary of column design can be seen in Table 5.  

 

Table 4: Depth of Construction for 34.5' x 27.75' Bay Size 

Table 5: Column Design for 34.5' x 27.75' Bay Size 
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 The structural alternatives design ended with the design of the atypical area on the 

east side of the building.  For this section of the building we employed slant beam design 

for each floor.  This design is summarized in Table 6. 

 

The steel structural alternative that offers the best balance between depth of 

construction and total weight of steel is the use of 4 filler beams in the 34.5� by 27.75� 

bay size.  For this alternative the filler beams were W10 x 26 for the first floor and W 10 

x 19 for floors two and three and the roof.  The girders chosen for the first floor were 

W18 x 35, and W14 x 26 for the second floor through roof level. 

The framing plans for this bay size can be seen in the Figure 7 and Figure 8.  Both 

the typical and atypical, or slant beam, designs are shown. 

Table 6: Atypical Area (Slant Beam) Design 
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Figure 7: Framing Plan for Typical Areas in 34.5' x 27.75' Bay Size 

 
Figure 8: Framing Plan for Atypical Area (Slant Beam) in 34.5' x 

27.75' Bay Size 
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4.1.2 Bay Size 69� x 27.75� 
This section discuss the design of the 69� x 27.75� bay size.  This floor layout did 

not require additional design for the lecture hall on the first floor.  The larger girder and 

beam design of the typical layout span the entire length and width of the lecture hall.  

Table 7 summarizes the beam design for this floor plan. 

 
Subsequently, girders were designed to run perpendicular to the beams.  The 

girder summary for the layout is shown in Table 8. 

 
The total depth of construction for the 69� x 27.75� bay size was determined based 

on a 6-inch MEP allowance between the beams and drop ceiling, which is illustrated in 

Figure 6.  The depth summary is shown in Table 9. 

 

Table 7: Beam Design for 69� x 27.75� Bay Size 

Table 8: Girder Design for 69� x 27.75' Bay Size 
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 This bay size was not chosen as a best option for the space based on the results of 

the beam and girder design.  This layout was too severe too allow for vertical flexibility; 

thus, column design was not performed.  The maximum depth of construction for any 

design with this bay size was 45�, or almost 4 feet.  The minimum possible depth of 

construction would be 38� for this bay size.  With this design, the depth of the girders 

eliminates valuable vertical space, and there would not be sufficient clearance between 

floors to maintain the desired 15� floor height for the adjoining lab space. 

4.1.3 Bay Size: 34.5� x 18.5� 
 

Similar measures were taken to design the third layout of our steel structural 

alternatives.  It began with designing the typical building areas.  As displayed in Figure 9, 

the typical bay size was 34.5� x 18.5� except for the lecture hall.  Due to its size and 

function, the lecture hall was designed as a 69� x 37� layout.  For the rest of the building, 

on floors two through four, the typical bay size was also 34.5� x 18.5�. 

 

Table 9: Depth of Construction for 69� x 27.75� Bay Size 
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Next, the beam and girder sizes were determined.  The beams were designed first 

followed by the girders so that the girders would not only withstand the building�s 

loading but the additional weight of the beams.  Special considerations had to be made in 

order to accommodate the lecture hall due to its substantially larger size.  Summaries of 

the beam and girder designs are shown in Tables 10 and 11. 

 

 
Figure 9: Layout for 34.5' x 18.5' Bay Size 

Table 10: Beam Design for 34.5' x 18.5' Bay Size 
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Using our beam and girder layout, shown in Figure 6, we were able to determine 

the vertical space in the building.  Table 12 shows the depth of construction unique to the 

34.5� x 18.5� layout. 

 

 

 

Table 11: Girder Design for 34.5' x 18.5' Bay Size 

Table 12: Depth of Construction for 34.5' x 18.5' Bay Size 
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For the typical area, the final step was to design the columns.  The columns were 

two-story continuous columns.  Table 13 displays the chosen sizes for the interior, 

exterior, and corner columns. 

 

The last step in the overall gravity load design was to design the atypical area of 

the masonry building.  For this section of the building we employed slant beam design for 

each floor.  This design is summarized in Table 14. 

 

 

In conclusion, the steel structural alternative that offers the best balance between 

depth of construction and total weight of steel is the use of 3 filler beams in the 34.5' by 

18.5' bay size.  For this alternative the filler beams are W 12 x 16 for the first floor, W 12 

x 19 for floors two and three and W 12 x 26 for the roof.  A W 24 x 55 girder was chosen 

for the first floor and a W 21 x 44 was chosen for the second, third and fourth floors. The 

lecture hall area was designed as a 69' x 37' bay size.  The beam chosen was W 24 x 84 

and the girder was W 27 x 84. 

Table 13: Column Design for 34.5' x 18.5' Bay Size 

 

Table 14: Atypical Area (Slant Beam) Design 
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The framing plan for this layout can be seen in Figure 10. 

4.2 Lateral Load Design Summary Tables 
After determining the wind load based on the fastest wind speed, we applied the 

uniform load to both the short and long side.  We utilized RISA 2-D Educational Version 

to determine our deflections.  Due to the constraints of the computer model it was 

necessary to cut the long side in half and apply only half of the load to that system.  This 

displacement occurred on the long side at the top of the facility.  The wind forces applied 

to the building are shown in Table 15. 

 

It is only necessary to apply one-half to three-fourths of the total uniform wind 

load.   For the structural steel scenario, we applied the total load and our results given in 

 

Figure 10: Framing Plan for Typical Areas in 34.5' x 18.5' Bay Size 

Table 15: Steel Wind Loads 

Floor Area (ft2) Conversion Force (k-ft) 
4 416.25 0.02 8.325 
3 793.65 0.02 15.873 
2 760.91 0.02 15.22 
1 756.2 0.02 15.2 
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Appendix H show that the maximum deflection of our system is 3.14 inches as affected 

by wind loadings.   

Similarly, seismic loads were applied to each floor shown in Table 16.  The 

maximum deflection of the system was 0.264 inches.  This displacement occurred on the 

long side at the top of the facility. 

 
Investigating lateral loads is a very important step in steel design. High wind 

pressures applied to the sides of tall buildings can produce overturning moments.  The 

axial strength of the columns are typically able to resist these moments, but the horizontal 

shears produced on each level may be sufficient in magnitude to cause the building to 

require special bracing or moment-resisting connections.101   

 

 

 

 
 

                                                
101 McCormac, Jack. Structural Steel Design. 621. 

Table 16: Steel Seismic Loads 

Floor Total Weight (psf) Fx (psf) 
4 148.9 335 
3 147.4 681 
2 147.5 650.5 
1 151.1 660 
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4.3 Cost Estimate 
The cost estimate of the steel structural alternatives is dependent on the beam and 

girder choices.  For the slant beam design, the building�s atypical area, and column 

design cost estimates will be added to the cost estimate of the best two alternatives 

chosen from the steel design for a total cost estimate. 

 Subsequent to determining the total weight of steel required for the floor layouts, 

we calculated the total cost of steel based on $3500 per ton of steel.102  For the slab 

allowance we used a cost of $116 per cubic yard of concrete, from the RS Means 

Handbook.  The volume of concrete needed for the space was calculated based on the 

slab thickness and the total square footage of the building.  This cost is calculated 

independently of the floor layout because the same slab thickness was used throughout 

each structural steel design.  A cost of $3 per shear stud was used for the cost estimates.  

This value was determined based on previous undergraduate work in steel design.  

                                                
102 �Fabricated Steel per Ton.� http://www.eng-tips.com/viewthread.cfm?qid=148002&page=1  
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4.3.1  Cost Estimate for 34.5� x 27.75� Bay Size with 4 filler beams 
 This section presents an aggregate cost summary for the 34.5� x 27.75� bay size, 

with a 69� x 36� layout for the lecture hall on the first floor.  The design of the lecture hall 

added additional cost to the project that may not have been accrued if the space did not 

require the removal of a column.  This column removal required a longer girder span; 

hence, both the depth and cost of the girder increased.  Table 17 summarizes the total cost 

of constructing the new steel frame as well as the cost per square foot. 

 To gauge the economic feasibility of this steel frame design we consulted the RS 

Means cost estimating manuals.  According to their text the reported costs for completed 

commercial 2 to 4 story projects, ��range from $51.35 to $198.95 per [square foot].�104  

                                                
103 RS Means Building Construction Costs Data: 65th Annual Edition.  64. 
104 RS Means Square Foot Costs: 26th Annual Edition. 174. 

Table 17: Cost Analysis of Structural Alternative 

 
a : The atypical area refers to the slant beam design portion of the building 
b : The cost for columns for the second and roof has been included in the estimate 

for the first and third floor, respectively. 
c : Slab Allowance: 5� slab covering a total area of 30,000 ft2.  The cost of concrete 

is $116/yd3.  Thus, (5�/12�) x 30,000ft2 x ($116/yd3)103/(27ft3/yd3)  = $54,000. 
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As can be seen from the summarized cost of the steel frame, this design option is well 

within the average economic limits, at a cost of $60 per square foot. 

We can discern a considerable difference in the cost between different levels of 

the building from Table 17.  This variance can be explained by increased loading at the 

lower floors.  On the first floor, the live load value was 100 psf for the lecture hall with 

moveable seating; also, there was additional cost associated with longer girder spans for 

this area.  Thus, the cost of the beams and girders for this area was greater than for the 

second or third floors, where the required office live load is only 50 psf and girder span 

length was uniform.  

Similar results can be seen in the column costs.  The column cost for the first and 

second floors is nearly 30 percent greater than that of the upper floors.   For the two-floor 

continuation in the column design we attributed the cost to the lower floor.  Thus, in the 

second and fourth floors, the cost of the columns appears as zero in the cost estimate; 

however, this cost was not neglected. 

4.3.2 Cost Estimate for 34.5� x 18.5� Bay Size with 3 filler beams 
 

Figure 18 displays the cost analysis of the third design layout.  In the first floor 

section, the lecture hall is noted.   Due to its� size and function, the lecture hall had a 

significant impact on the overall cost of the design.  In particular, this lecture hall boasts a 

girder, large enough in size that it can support the building with the removal of a column.  

In additional to the cost per floor, Figure 18 shows the cost per square foot.   
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As Table 18 displays, $65 was the total cost per square foot of the building.  

According to the RS Means cost estimating manuals, $65 is well within the economic 

limits of building a two to four story building.   

It is to be noted the significant cost difference between the four floors.  The first 

floor is unique due to the presence of the lecture hall.  Lecture hall occupancies calls for 

higher load considerations thus stronger support.  The size of the lecture hall is also 

unique, its bay size is both double in length and width of the buildings� typical bay sizes.  

For functionality purposes, columns were strategically placed and an enlarged girder was 

chosen so that the students� utilizing the lecture hall could view the lecture material 

without any obstructions.   

Table 18: Cost Analysis of Structural Alternative 

 
a : The atypical area refers to the slant beam design portion of the building 
b : The cost for columns for the second and roof has been included in the estimate for the 

first and third floor, respectively. 
c : Slab Allowance: 5� slab covering a total area of 30,000 ft2.  The cost of concrete is 

$116/yd3.  Thus, (5�/12�) x 30,000ft2 x ($116/yd3)/(27ft3/yd3)  = $54,000. 
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The second and third floor layouts are identical.  They are designed to uphold 

simply the loading of a typical office space.  It is also to be noted that the price of the 

columns are only included in the second floor and the roof sections of Table 18.  The 

columns used for this building are two story continuous columns, thus there are not four 

separate column sizes for each floor.  Overall, the design and cost of this particular layout 

was found to be typical according to the RS Means cost estimate manual.   
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5. Reinforced Concrete Design 
 The following chapter shows the results obtained from the structural design 

process of the reinforced concrete system.  Various alternatives were investigated to 

determine the most flexible and economical layout.  We chose Scenario 1, one-way slab 

with thickness of 5 inches, to be the most desirable option.  We then applied lateral loads 

to this system to check for adequacy. 

5.1 Gravity Load Summary Tables 
 According to Table 19, Scenario 1 was the most economical choice and still 

provided a flexible layout with bay sizes of 21�x18� and 21�x 19�.  This scenario includes 

a 5 inch slab with 1#4 bar top steel and 1#4 bar bottom steel reinforcement.  In addition, 

the beam size is 12-inches by 24-inches with 4#7 bars, and the girder dimension is 15-

inches by 25-inches.  It was the best option in terms of depth of construction, with the 

thinnest slab and smallest girder dimension as shown in Table 19.  This was important to 

consider due to the addition of the link and laboratory facilities.  The latter requires high 

ceilings, usually a minimum of 15 feet.  The cost was also inexpensive in comparison to 

the other scenario at just under $33,000 per floor.    

Table 19: Concrete Summary Table 
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5.2 Lateral Load Design Summary Tables 
 After determining the wind load based on the fastest wind speed, we applied the 

uniform load to both the short and long side.  We utilized RISA 2-D Educational Version 

to determine our deflections.  Due to the constraints of the computer model it was 

necessary to cut the long side in half and apply only half of the load to that system.   It is 

only necessary to apply one-half to three-fourths of the total uniform wind load.   The 

wind loads can be seen in Table 20. 

For the reinforced concrete scenario, we applied the total load and our results 

given in Appendix H show that the maximum deflection of our system is 0.047 inches as 

affected by wind loadings.  This displacement occurred on the long side at the top of the 

facility. 

In the same respect as the wind load, we applied the total determined seismic 

load, shown in Table 21, to the system that resulted in a maximum deflection of our 

system of .014 inches as affected by seismic loadings.  This displacement occurred on the 

long side at the top of the facility. 

 

As can be seen, the facility is sufficient for the lateral loadings applied.  After 

completing lateral load design, we determined the cost of all reinforced concrete 

scenarios.   

 

Table 20: Concrete Wind Load 

Floor Area (ft2) Conversion Force (k-ft) 
4 416.25 0.02 8.325 
3 793.65 0.02 15.8 
2 760.91 0.02 15.2 
1 756.2 0.02 15.1 

 

Table 21: Concrete Seismic Loads 

Floor Total Weight (psf) Fx (psf) 
4 3937 2289 
3 3937 4578 
2 3937 4376 
1 3937 4309 
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5.3 Cost Estimate  
Table 22 shows a breakdown of the calculated costs of each concrete system.   All 

costs are based on 4000 psi ready-mix concrete and include the labor, material, and 

equipment fees.  Although, Scenario 5 is the most economical, we determined that 

Scenario 1 has a comparable cost and deemed it the most desirable choice.  This choice 

was made weighing all aspects of the design; feasibility, economics, and flexibility of the 

layout within the structure.  

 

Table 22: Cost Estimates of Concrete Systems 

 Slab Beams Girders Total $/ft2 
Scenario 1 $19,100 $4,900 $8,600 $32,600 $39.95 
Scenario 2 $27,700 $10,500 $17,800 $56,000 $42.76 
Scenario 3 $23,700 $7,300 $12,800 $43,800 $41.30 
Scenario 4 $19,000 $2,000 $12,300 $33,300 $40.04 
Scenario 5 $27,000 $0 $0 $27,000 $39.28 

 
 

The cost per cubic yard was determined to include the cost of demolition and 

renovation with each structural alternative.  As previously mentioned, the cost of 

demolition was determined to be $300,000.  We applied this price to the total cost per 

square foot. 

Concrete framing systems differ from steel systems with respect to the ascending 

floors.  Steel systems call for lighter members in the upper levels of the building.  On the 

contrary, each floor design is identical within a concrete system.  The beam, slab, and 

column sizes of concrete systems are chosen to allow reuse of the forms from floor to 

floor to minimize construction costs.  This stands as an economical advantage of using 

concrete systems.  

After completion of all structural alternative scenarios and their corresponding 

cost estimates, we performed a code analysis of the facility as it stands to determine if the 

building was in compliance with the current code.   
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6. Fire Safety Code Analysis 
The following chapter outlines the egress systems of the recently restored 

masonry building of Gateway Park.  A code analysis was performed on the building 

utilizing the latest version (2006) of the International Building Code.  Our analysis 

focuses on the means of egress throughout this facility.  

6.1  Facility Description, Classification, Processes 
The building being reviewed is part of the new Gateway Park Expansion under 

ownership of the WBDC and WPI.  The master plan of the Gateway Project is a mixed 

use project including space for retail, research, housing, and parking.  The building under 

study is a masonry building built in the late 1800s.  The Gateway Park Proposed Master 

Plan layout can be seen in Appendix E. 

 The original building has been renovated as a Mixed Occupancy.  The building 

will be occupied by offices, graduate research areas, and a lecture hall. 

6.2  Occupancy Classification 
The renovated masonry building was classified as follows: 

Table 23: Occupancy Classification 

Building Use Floor IBC Code 
Classification 

Lecture Hall 1st Assembly (A-3) 
Offices 2nd, 3rd, 4th Business (B) 

Mechanical Basement Incidental Use 
Reception Area 1st Business (B) 

 
The building is a Mixed Occupancy, which is defined as a building consisting of 

two or more individually classified occupancies, per IBC Section 508. According to the 

Code, the building can be classified as either Non-separated Use or Separated Use.  The 

building could be considered a Non-separated use because there are no requirements to 

distinguish between the two identified occupancies, in which we could view the building 

as strictly a Business Occupancy since it makes up more that 90 percent of total building 

area.  On the other hand, the building could also be classified as a Separated Use.  This is 

a result of treating the occupancies individually, in which each occupancy group meets 

the defined requirements for that corresponding section.  
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From IBC Table 508.3.3, the required fire separation between the A-3 occupancy 

group and the B occupancy class is 1 hour for buildings equipped with an automatic 

sprinkler system installed per 903.3.1.1. 

 From IBC Table 508.3.3, there is no required fire separation between the two 

Business uses. 

 For Separated Use the above required separation is applied and each fire area 

must comply with the height limitations based on the use of that space and the type of 

construction classification. 

 The occupancy diagram for the masonry building can be seen in Figure 11. 

 

4                                                              Business 

3                                                              Business 

2                                                              Business 

1                           Assembly � 3                       Business 

Basement 
(Incidental Use 
Area) 

Figure 11: Occupancy Diagram 

 

6.3  General Building Heights and Areas 
From IBC Table 503 the allowable height and building area, per floor for the two 

major occupancies area as follows: 

 
 
A-3  TYPE I A  Number Stories:  Unlimited  AREA: Unlimited  
 TYPE I B  Number Stories:  11   AREA: Unlimited 

TYPE II A  Number Stories:  3  AREA: 15,500 ft2 
TYPE II B  Number Stories:  2   AREA: 9,500 ft2 
TYPE III A  Number Stories:  3   AREA: 14,000 ft2 
TYPE III B Number Stories:  2   AREA: 9,500 ft2 
TYPE IV  Number Stories:  3   AREA: 15,000 ft2 
TYPE V  Number Stories:  2   AREA: 11,500 ft2 
TYPE V Number Stories:  1   AREA: 6,000 ft2 
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B  TYPE I A  Number Stories:  Unlimited  AREA: Unlimited  
 TYPE I B  Number Stories:  11   AREA: Unlimited 

TYPE II A  Number Stories:  5   AREA: 37,500 ft2 
TYPE II B  Number Stories:  4   AREA: 23,000 ft2 
TYPE III A  Number Stories:  5   AREA: 28,500 ft2 
TYPE III B Number Stories:  4   AREA: 19,000 ft2 
TYPE IV  Number Stories:  5   AREA: 36,500 ft2 
TYPE V  Number Stories:  3   AREA: 18,000 ft2 
TYPE V Number Stories:  2   AREA: 9,000 ft2 

 
As permitted by IBC Section 504.2, the area and height of a building can be 

increased when an automatic sprinkler system is installed.  For buildings protected 

throughout with an approved sprinkler system the value for maximum height, specified in 

Table 503, may be increased by 20 feet and the maximum number of stories increased by 

one. 

The plans indicate an assumption of 50 percent of the area to be open frontage.  

We applied this percentage only to the masonry building for the purpose of our project.  

The perimeter of this portion of the building is 413.33 ft.  Applying this value to Equation 

5-2 in Section 506.2 of the IBC, the allowable area increase due to frontage has been 

calculated to be 25 percent.  

In addition, per Section 506.3 the automatic sprinkler system increase allows a 

200 percent increase in area for multi-story buildings fully equipped with an approved 

automatic sprinkler system. 

Table 24 reflects the actual floor area by occupancy:  
Table 24: Floor Area by Occupancy 

Floor Occupancy Actual 
Floor Area 

(ft2) 

Permissible 
Floor Area 

(ft2) 

Actual 
Stories 

Permissible 
Stories 

Basement Incidental 8,325 - - - 
1 A-3 1,444 30,875 1 3 
1 B 6,881 61,750 1 4 
2 B 8,325 61,750 4 4 
3 B 8,325 61,750 4 4 
4 B 8,325 61,750 4 4 

 
The actual total height of the building is 66�-1� from the basement slab to the high 

point of roof. 
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6.4 Minimum Construction Type 
Based on IBC Table 503 the minimum construction is Type IIIB.  However, in 

order to qualify as a Type III building, the interior timber framing must be fire-retardant 

treated.  In contrast, Type IV construction would permit the use of unprotected timber 

construction provided certain geometric restrictions are met and there are no concealed 

spaces. Since dropped ceilings have been installed for HVAC purposes within the 

building, the construction Type IV can not be applied.  In the existing structure upright 

sprinklers have been installed in the drop ceilings.  In addition, concrete floors have been 

placed over the existing wooden floors.  As a result, we have decided to classify a 

construction type of IIIB for the code analysis.  

6.5  Fire Resistance Rating 
 Table 25 reflects the required fire resistance rating for each building element 

found within a structure with Type IIIB construction.  Although there is no required fire 

rating for the floor construction, the concrete slabs provide a 1-hour fire rating.  Also, a 

spray fire proofing application was noted within the egress stairwells during a January 

2007 site visit.   

 

6.6  Exterior Wall Construction 
Exterior walls of the building must be permitted by the type of building 

construction, per IBC Section 704.4.  Construction Type IIIB requires the exterior shell to 

Table 25: Required Fire Resistance Ratings 

Required Fire Resistance Rating 
(Hours) 

Building Element 

Type IIIB Construction 
Bearing Exterior Walls 2 (Table 601) 

Nonbearing Exterior Walls (Per Table 602 of IBC based on fire 
separation distance.) No rating required 

where distance is • 30� 
Interior columns, girders, trusses 0 (Table 601) 

Floor Construction 0 (Table 601) 
Roof Construction 0 (Table 601) 

Stair, Elevator Shaft 2 (Section 707.4) 
Exit Access Corridors 1 (Table 1017.1) 

Storage Rooms > 100 ft2 1 (Table 508.2) 
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be composed of non-combustible materials.  The building at hand was constructed with a 

masonry shell and therefore, meets this requirement.   

Exterior wall ratings and openings must comply with IBC Table 602 and Table 

704.8.  If the fire separation distance is greater than 5 feet, the fire-resistance of the 

exterior wall must be rated for fire exposure from the inside.  The fire separation distance 

is the distance measured from the building face to one of the following: the closest 

interior lot line; to the centerline of a street, an alley or public way; or to an imaginary 

line between two buildings on the property.  In the first case, where the fire separation 

distance is measured from the face of the building to the closest interior lot line, the fire 

separation distance is zero as the building lies on the west lot line. However, in the other 

two cases, the fire separation distance exceeds 5 feet.  Because the building is protected 

by an automatic sprinkler system, the exterior wall is rated for fire exposure from the 

inside and this requirement is met. Additionally, an opening, whether protected or 

unprotected, is not permitted on the exterior wall where the fire separation distance 

measures zero feet.   

6.7  Floor Construction 
The atrium in the link of the Gateway facility attached to the existing structure.  

Since it is not located directly within the existing structure the atrium is not being 

evaluated in this report.  Therefore, there are no openings within the floor system of the 

existing structure.  Thus, the floor slabs must meet item 4 in Table 25.  As discussed 

previously there is no required fire rating but since concrete floor slabs have been placed 

over the wood, a 1-hour fire rating has been provided.    

6.8  Interior Finish 
Interior wall and ceiling finish must comply with IBC Table 803.5.  For A-3 since 

the building is sprinklered throughout, Class B finish is required for corridors, exit 

enclosures and exit passageways.  Class C is required in rooms and enclosed spaces.  For 

B occupancy, Class C is required in corridors, rooms and all enclosed spaces and Class B 

is required in exit enclosures and passageways.    

Interior Floor Finish must comply with Section 804.  For all use groups excluding 

I-2 and I-3, interior finishes shall not be less than Class II.  
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6.9  Means of Egress 
In order to analyze the structure�s means of egress, it was necessary to include a 

portion of the newly constructed link.  The existing structure would not be in compliance 

with the IBC if the link was not included.  In the analysis provided to us by Consigli, the 

stairwell in the existing structure was not included as a means of egress.  However, the 

two enclosed stairwells within the link are sufficient for egress travel for occupants of the 

upper floor levels.  

The occupant load was determined using IBC Table 1004.1.1.  The following 

table shows the calculated value of occupant load per floor area.  Because the assembly 

occupancy contains fixed seating, the occupant load is based on the number of seats 

within the lecture hall.  A business area allows 100 gross of floor area per occupant.  

Therefore, we calculated the occupant load by dividing the floor area by 100.   

 
The number of exits was determined in accordance with IBC Table 1019.1.  This 

value is based on the total occupant load of each floor using the results from Table 26: 

Occupant Loads.   The number of exits provided is sufficient throughout the building.   

 
The exit capacity was calculated using IBC Table 1005.1.  A value of 0.15 inches 

is allowed per person for any exterior or stairwell door.  A value of 0.2 inches is allowed 

per person within a stairwell.  The total exit width provided was measured during a site 

visit at the facility.  These values were multiplied by the exit allowance factors to 

Table 26: Occupant Loads 

Floor Area Floor Area (ft2) Floor Area per 
Occupant 

Occupant 
Load 

1 A Assembly 1,444 - 97 
1 B Business 6,881 100 gross 69 
2 Business 8,325 100 gross 83 
3 Business 8,325 100 gross 83 
4 Business 8,325 100 gross 83 

Table 27: Number of Exits Per Floor 

Floor Total Occupant 
Load 

Required Number 
of Exits 

Number of Exits 
Provided 

1 166 2 4 
2 83 2 2 
3 83 2 2 
4 83 2 2 
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determine the total exit capacity provided in persons.  All aspects of the exit capacity are 

sufficient for providing egress capability for the determined total occupant load, as shown 

in Table 28.       

**Assume one door is not accessible, with multiple means of egress, the loss of one means shall not reduce 
the available capacity to less than 50% of the required capacity per 1005.1. 
Door width 36� x 4 doors /0.15/door = 240 people x 4 doors  = 960 total exit capacity  
 

6.9.1  Exit Access Travel Distance 
 The exit access travel distance is defined as the maximum distance an occupant 

would have to travel to reach an exit refuge. Per IBC Section 1016.1 and Table 1016.1 in 

the masonry building the following requirements are necessary.  The two egress routes 

within the masonry building must lead to enclosed stairwells.  Thus, the exit access travel 

distance can be measured from any point within the facility to the closest stairwell.  For 

an Assembly group installed with a sprinkler system, the maximum travel distance is 250 

feet.  For the rest of the building, classified as Business Occupancy, the exit access travel 

distance shall be 300 feet from any point to the enclosed stairwells as a result of being 

equipped with a sprinkler system.    

The measured maximum distance the occupants would have to travel was 

determined to be 96 feet, which is in compliance with the Code. The following layout 

illustrates this maximum travel distance.  Figure 12 depicts the layout of floors 2, 3, and 4 

within the building.  The masonry building is outlined in blue.  The green line 

demonstrates the maximum travel distance, of 96 feet, that an occupant would travel in 

following the proper egress route.  Note that this is the most probable exit path for 

occupants of the offices located in this end of the corridor. 

Table 28: Exit Capacity 

Floor Total 
Occupant 

Load 

Exit Allowance 
(in/persons) 

Total Exit 
Width 

Provided (in) 

Total Exit 
capacity 
Provided 
(persons) 

Status 

1 166 0.15 (door) 36 x 4 960** In Compliance 
2 83 0.2 (stairs) 

0.15  (stair door) 
43 
35 

215 
233 

In Compliance 

3 83 0.2 (stairs) 
0.15 (stair door) 

49 
35 

245 
233 

In Compliance 

4 83 0.2 (stairs) 
0.15 (stair door) 

43 
35 

215 
233 

In Compliance 
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6.9.2  Remoteness of Exits 
Typically, two exits should be located at 1/2 the length of the maximum overall 

diagonal dimension of the building from each other.  Per IBC 1015.2.1, Exception 2 

allows for the distance between exits to be increased because the building is sprinklered 

throughout. This exception provides an increase of distance from 1/2 to 1/3 the length of 

the maximum overall diagonal dimension between the two exits.  

6.9.3  Corridors 
The minimum corridor width shall be determined in Section 1005.1 but not less 

than 44 inches (IBC Section 1017.2).  The corridor width throughout the building was 

measured at 60 inches. 

6.9.4  Exit Signs and Means of Egress Illumination 
Exits signs are required for access to exits where the exit or the path of egress 

travel is not immediately visible to the occupants. Signs shall be located such that no 

point in an exit access corridor is more than 100 feet from the nearest visible exit sign.  

 
Figure 12: Greatest Travel Distance 
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Stairway exit signs are required to be tactile and adjacent to each door to an egress 

stairway in accordance with IBC section 1011.3. 

There are specific exceptions such as exit signs are not required in rooms or areas 

that only require one exit or exit access. Main exterior exits do not require exit signs 

where approved by the building official. 

The graphics required on the exit sign are delineated in the IBC section 1011.5.1 

entitled Graphics. 

Exits shall be illuminated either internally or externally with prescribed 

illumination intensity. Externally illuminated signs shall have an intensity of 5 foot-

candles.  All of the exit signs noted in the building were internally illuminated. There is 

an exception that allows self luminous exit signs that provide evenly illuminated letters 

with a prescribed luminance of 0.06 foot-lamberts. Tritium signs are one such self 

luminous sign that may be used.11  Figures 13 and 14 are examples of typical signs. 

 

  

 
Figure 13: Example of Self Illuminated Sign 

(Possibly Tritium type) 

 

 
Figure 14: Example of Internally Illuminated Sign 
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Exit signs are required to be illuminated at all times. Exit signs shall be connected 

to a backup power supply to maintain illumination for at least 90 minutes in case of 

primary loss of power. An exception allows those signs that provide continuous 

illumination independent of external power sources (for 90 minutes during loss of 

primary power) are not required to be connected to an emergency electrical system.   

The means of egress shall also be illuminated per IBC section 1006.1. Anytime 

the building space is occupied, the means of egress, including the exit discharge shall be 

illuminated.  The illumination level shall be at least 1 foot-candle at the floor level in 

accordance with IBC Section 1006.2.  No illumination readings were taken within the 

building. However, no specific illumination concerns were noted. 

One of the most important features of the means of egress illumination is for a 

loss of power supply; the means of egress shall automatically illuminate specific areas of 

the building. Those areas in the building include exit access corridors, passageways, and 

exit stairways. In addition those portion of the exterior exit discharge immediately 

adjacent to the exit discharge doorways.   

6.9.5  Stairwells 
Table 29 summarizes the stairwell requirements and the status of the actual 

construction.  Per the IBC the following stairwell requirements should be met: 

 
The only clear deficiency of the stairwells within the building is the width of the 

stairs. The measured width was an inch less than required.  However, the landing widths 

were greater than the stairwell widths and the stairwells did not narrow in the path of 

egress.  

Table 29: Stairwell Requirements 

Building Feature IBC Requirement Actual Status 
Stair Width 44� minimum 43� Not in 

Compliance 
Stairwell Headroom 

Clearance 
80� minimum 100� In Compliance 

Stair Riser Height 7.75� maximum 7.75� In Compliance 
Stair Riser Depth 10� minimum 10.5� In Compliance 
Landing Width > Stairway Width 

(43�) 
60� In Compliance 
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The IBC also regulates handrails within stairwells.  As per Section 1009.10, there 

are handrails on both sides of the stairs that extend horizontally at least 12� beyond the 

top riser and continue to slope for the depth of one tread beyond the bottom riser.  All 

handrail requirements, as well as those listed in Table 30, were found to be in compliance 

with the IBC. 

 

6.10 Conclusions  
There are both strengths and weaknesses identified in the Egress features of the 

facility.  The weaknesses are generally offset by the automatic sprinkler system that is 

installed throughout the facility.  In general the egress features of the building appear to 

be substantially complete and in compliance with the IBC, however, there are some noted 

non-compliant areas that require attention.   

 

Table 30: Handrail Requirements 

Building Feature IBC Requirement Actual Status 
Handrail Diameter 1.25� minimum 

2� maximum 
1.75� In Compliance 

Handrail Wall 
Clearance 

1.5� minimum 1.5� In Compliance 

Handrail Height 34� minimum 
38� maximum 

37� In Compliance 
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7. Fire Protection Systems 
This section discusses the active and passive fire protection systems installed in 

the masonry building.  The provisions of Chapter 9 of the IBC were applied to determine 

the compliance of the building�s active and passive fire protection systems.  This chapter 

provides the reader with a basic understanding of the fire protection systems installed in 

the building.  Additional information regarding the fire protection systems is provided in 

Appendices H, I and J. 

7.1 Active Systems 

 The term Active Fire Protection Systems refers to those devices within a building 

that require power for their operation.105 This power may be supplied manually, 

electrically or mechanically; however, without this power the system would not 

operate.106  This section explores the active fire protection systems of the masonry 

building and investigates their compliance with the International Building Code.   

It is important to note that all of the fire protection system components used 

within the building are UL listed and intended for use in fire protection service.107  

Additionally, the installation of the automatic sprinkler systems, standpipe, and hose 

systems must comply with the regulations of NFPA 13 and 14, respectively.108  

7.1.1 Fixed Automatic Fire Protection Systems 

The renovated masonry building is fully sprinklered.  The majority of the building 

runs on a wet pipe system that covers office space, library stacks, and mechanical and 

electrical rooms.109  There is a dry system installed to cover the emergency generator 

room; however, this room is located in the newly constructed building adjacent to the 

masonry building.110  There are electrical and telephone/data closets on every floor that 

                                                
105 NFPA. Fire Protection Handbook: Nineteenth Edition. 2-104. 
106 Ibid. 2-104. 
107 Gateway Park Project Fire Protection Specifications (Consigli). 4. 
108 Ibid. 1. 
109 Ibid. 5 
110 Ibid. 5. 
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are equipped with both sprinklers and smoke detectors.  A 

sprinkler head installed in the electrical room on the first 

floor can be seen in Figure 15. 

The lecture hall located on the first floor, with an A-

3 occupancy classification, is fully sprinklered.  According 

to IBC Section 903.2.1.3, this space does not require an 

automatic sprinkler system because the floor area does not 

exceed 12,000 ft2, has an occupancy load of less than 300 

(97 people for lecture hall), and is located on the level of 

exit discharge.111  Therefore, the installation of sprinklers in 

this space exceeds IBC requirements.  In addition, there is a Business Occupancy located 

on the first floor.  

The upper three floors of the masonry building are class B Occupancy and are 

sprinklered throughout.  There are no requirements outlined in the IBC for the installation 

of automatic suppression system in Business Occupancies; thus, the installation of these 

systems exceeds the provisions set forth by the IBC.  

The masonry building is connected to an atrium in the newly constructed 

building. This atrium space meets the IBC definition of an atrium listed in Section 

404.1.1.112  There is no structure to provide separation between the atrium and the first 

and second levels of the masonry building, and the open space of this area causes great 

concern in terms of the likelihood of fire spread.  Therefore, although the atrium is not 

located directly in the masonry building, it is an important feature to mention.  As with 

the rest of the building, the atrium is outfitted with an automatic sprinkler system.  No 

additional systems were installed to meet the unique challenges of detecting fire in this 

space.  

 The basement in the masonry building is considered an incidental use area.  The 

IBC requires a one-hour fire barrier between incidental use areas and business 

occupancies.113  The stairwells leading from the basement area up to the ground floor 

were constructed with a 2-hour fire rating, and exceed the requirements of the IBC.  No 

                                                
111 2006 International Building Code. 174. 
112 Ibid. 41. 
113 Ibid. 81. 

 
Figure 15: Sprinkler Head in 

Electrical Closet 
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further protection, such an automatic suppression system is required in this area because 

although the basement is an underground structure, the floor level is not more than 30 

feet below the lowest level of exit discharge.  Therefore, the automatic sprinkler system 

requirements of underground buildings of Section 405.3 do not apply to this space.   

Sprinkler Design and Placement  

Most of the masonry building is considered a light hazard.  However, the library 

stacks on the fourth floor and electrical rooms are Ordinary Hazard Group 2 (OH2).  

These different hazard designations require varying design areas and densities for the 

sprinkler systems.  For additional information on design area and densities required for 

varying hazards please refer to Appendix K. 

There are upright sprinklers in the plenum space in the ceiling.  These sprinklers 

were installed to prevent ignition of the timber floor structure that is hidden by the drop-

ceiling.  In addition to these sprinklers, covered pendant 

sprinkler heads are also installed in the ceiling to protect the 

occupant area below.  From both visual inspection and notes 

on the building plans we found the sprinkler heads to be 

centered in the ceiling tiles.  Such is the case to create a 

uniformity that is aesthetically pleasing and consistent 

throughout the building.  Also, there are sprinklers located 

throughout the building�s stairwells, including upright sprinkler heads underneath the 

stair structure, as shown in Figure 16.   

Piping and Standpipe System 

The automatic sprinkler system in the building includes piping to carry water 

from the water supply to sprinkler heads, as well as the standpipe system.  The piping for 

the entire system is required to be black steel of standard weight that meets ASTM A795 

or ASTM A135 standards.114  All of the pipes of 6-inch to 2.5-inch diameter are Schedule 

10, while those pipes 2-inch diameter and smaller are Schedule 40 piping.115 

                                                
114 Fire Protection Specifications, Consigli. 6. 
115 Ibid. 6. 

 
Figure 16: Upright Sprinkler 

Head in Stairwell 
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The building contains a standpipe system that is 

capable of, ��providing service to every part of the building 

while using a 100 foot hose with a 30 foot hose stream�116.  

The standpipe system is designed to provide a, ��500 gpm 

[gallon per minute] minimum from [the] first standpipe and 

250 gpm from each additional standpipe�.�117.  There are 6-

inch diameter standpipes in both stairwells in the masonry 

building that provide fire department connections.  The 

standpipe installed in the stairwell at the front of the masonry 

building is shown in Figure 17. 

For buildings with a floor level above 30 feet, the IBC 

provides a minimum requirement of installing a class III standpipe.118  However, for 

buildings equipped throughout with an automatic sprinkler system, only a class I 

standpipe system is required.  The fire protection specifications for the masonry building 

specify the standpipe system as class III.  The standpipe system exceeds the requirements 

for this system component.  The system was installed in accordance with NFPA 14, 

which also meets IBC requirements.119  

  There are fire department connections (FDC) 

located throughout the building, in both the stairwells and 

the hallways. As shown in Figure 18, the FDC�s are well 

labeled for quick and easy access. Similar to the other 

components of the automatic suppression system, the fire 

department connections have been designed and installed 

to NFPA standards.  These standards are the same ones 

cited in the IBC; hence, the fire department connections 

provided in the masonry building are up to code.  

                                                
116 Ibid. 5. 
117 Ibid. 5. 
118 2006 International Building Code. 180 
119 Ibid. 180. 

 
Figure 17: Standpipe in Stairwell 

 
Figure 18: Fire Department Valve in 

Hallway 
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System Valves 

There are backflow-preventer assemblies throughout the system to maintain 

proper directional flow of the water in the system.  These backflow-preventers are, 

��double check valve assembly with test cocks for field testing, two OS&Y valves with 

tamper switches.�120  The term OS&Y stands for an Outside Stem and Yolk valve.  

Theses valves are used, ��to quickly determine if the valve is in the open or closed 

position� and allow for the system to be shut down.121  In the OS&Y valve the stem 

feature, which rises as the valve is opened, allows a person to visually determine if the 

valve is open or closed.122  This feature is an important indicator that the system is ready 

to respond in the case of a fire emergency.   

The double check valve installed in the system is made of bronze components and 

rubber facings to ensure that the seals are tight.123  This valve is outfitted with pressure 

gauges so that system may be checked quickly.124  The American Water Works 

Association (AWWA), an, �� international nonprofit scientific and educational society 

dedicated to the improvement of water quality and supply,� requires a double check valve 

assembly when there is a fire department connection on the system.125, 126  In addition to 

those already mentioned the masonry building has floor control valves installed on every 

building level.  These assemblies are located in the stairwell at the front of the building 

that provides exit discharge onto Prescott Street.  Floor control valves manage the flow of 

water through the piping.  In the case that a control valve is closed the suppression 

system will not operate; thus, preventing the system from performing its function.  

Therefore, these assemblies are typically posted with signs indicating that they must be 

left open at all times.127   

                                                
120 Fire Protection Specifications, Consigli. 6. 
121 NFPA. Fire Protection Handbook: Nineteenth Edition. 10-198. 
122 Ibid. 10-198. 
123 Ibid. 10-53. 
124 Ibid. 10-53. 
125 Ibid. 10-53. 
126 American Water Works Association. �Who We Are.�   http://www.awwa.org/About/  
127 NFPA. Fire Protection Handbook: Nineteenth Edition. 10-378. 
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7.1.2 Manual Systems 

There are class ABC fire extinguishers in recessed fire cabinets on each floor.  

Class ABC signifies a dry chemical extinguisher that, ��is filled with monoammonium 

phosphate, a yellow powder that leaves a sticky residue that may be damaging to 

electrical appliances such as a computer.�128  These extinguishers are located in each 

hallway on the floors.  The length of the hallway determines the number of extinguishers, 

and in the case of the masonry building there are two extinguishers per floor.   

Portable Fire Extinguishers are addressed in Section 906 of the IBC, which states 

that such devices are to be provided in accordance with the 

International Fire Code.129  The signs noting their location will 

also be installed in accordance with the International Fire 

Code, which is published by the International Code Council. 

There are manual pull stations located throughout the 

masonry building, an example of which is shown in Figure 19.  

The IBC states that manual fire alarm systems are not required 

for group B Occupancies with less than 1000 people above the 

lowest level of exit discharge.130  In the masonry building, 

there are far less than 1000 people occupying the space above 

the exit discharge level.  Thus, the manual fire alarm boxes located throughout the 

building exceed the requirements stated in Section 907.2.2 of the IBC.131 

7.1.3 Detection and Alarm Systems 

This section addresses the sprinkler system monitoring and alarms.  This 

applicable section of the IBC provides standards for fire alarm control panels, fire alarm 

terminal cabinets, trouble signal transmission, and much more.  Provisions are also made 

for horn-strobes and smoke detectors for occupant notification. 

                                                
128 �Fire Extinguisher Types.� http://www.fire-extinguisher101.com/index.html  
129 2006 International Building Code. 182. 
130 Ibid. 182. 
131 Ibid. 182. 

 
Figure 19: Manual Pull Station 
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There is a fire alarm control panel.  It is located in the adjacent new construction.  

We were not able to gain access to this portion of the building; therefore, the exact make 

and model of the fire alarm control panel are unknown. However, it is supplied with 

backup power from a generator.  The length of time that the 

generator provides power for is also unknown. 

As shown in Figure 20, there is a fire alarm terminal 

cabinet on each floor of the old masonry building and each floor of 

the new building as well. All of the smoke detectors, horn strobes, 

fire dampers, and duct smokes located on any given floor are tied 

back to these boxes. On the inside of these terminal cabinets there 

are several red wires "terminated" with a screw. Each terminal 

cabinet is connected into the individual fire alarm communication 

box located on each floor, which in turn is tied back into the main fire alarm cabinet, 

which is then tied back to the Worcester Fire Department. 

Each project is different depending on the Engineer/Architect/design. Some 

projects have only one fire alarm terminal cabinet in the entire building that all the 

smokes, horn strobes, etc. are tied back into, but in general terms, the process is to have 

one per floor. 

There are combination horn-strobe alarms installed throughout the building.  An 

example of these horn-strobe devices, which are typical for current 

fire alarm system standards, is shown in Figure 21.  The device 

emits a bright flash as well as a loud horn sound to inform 

occupants of the building emergency or potential hazard.  The 

masonry building is not installed with a voice communication 

system; thus, these devices are the primary means of alerting building occupants.   

The detection and alarm system in the building provides a direct signal to the 

Worcester Fire Department. Section 903.4.1 of the IBC mandates trouble signal 

transmission to an approved central station.  This provision, also found in NFPA 72, it 

met by the masonry building�s alarm system. 

For Business Occupancies, Section 907 of the IBC requires smoke detectors be 

installed in any building with an occupant load of more than 100 persons above the 

 
Figure 20: Fire Alarm 

Terminal Cabinet

 
Figure 21: Horn-Strobe 
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lowest level of exit discharge.132  There are there smoke detectors throughout the 

building.  They are located in the corridors, offices, and stairwells.  Thus, the masonry 

building meets the provisions of the Code.  There are also smoke detectors located in 

throughout the lecture hall and the telephone/data closets on every floor. 

The atrium is outfitted with sprinklers and smoke detectors.  However, no 

additional systems were installed to combat the difficulties associated with detecting a 

fire in a large, open area such as this. 

7.1.4 Smoke and Heat Ventilation 

There are no automatic smoke control systems or other features to control smoke 

movement or ventilation installed in this building.  Section 909 of the IBC does not 

require smoke or heat ventilation for the masonry building.  Thus, the building is in 

compliance with the codes specifications. 

Additionally, the atrium in the adjacent space is not installed with a smoke control 

system.  However Section 404.4 of the IBC states that such a system is not required in the 

case of atriums that connect only two building levels, as is the case with the masonry 

building and adjacent building.133 

7.1.5 Water Supply and Reliability 

The system is maintained using water from the City of Worcester water supply.  

There are four hydrants within close proximity to the masonry building.  Three of the 

hydrants are located along Prescott Street, and the fourth is located behind it.  Appendix 

L shows the fire hydrant locations nearest the building.   

Water supply requirements are listed in Section 903.3.5 of the IBC.  The section 

cites the requirements of the automatic sprinkler code, NFPA 13.  As previously 

mentioned, the Fire Protection Specifications for the project cite that the automatic 

sprinkler system must meet the provisions of NFPA 13; thus, the masonry building is also 

compliant with the IBC. 

                                                
132 Ibid. 182. 
133 Ibid. 42. 
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7.2 Passive Systems 

As defined by Fitzgerald, 134 passive fire defenses are the components within a 

building that remain fixed whether or not a fire exists. According to the 19th Edition of 

the NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, the three main goals of passive fire protection are 

controlling the rate of fire growth, compartmentation, and ensuring a safe emergency 

egress system.135 This section includes a detailed description of each of these factors in 

regard to the masonry building.  

7.2.1 Rate of Fire Growth 

An important aspect of Passive Fire Protection is the rate of fire growth, which 

can be controlled by the interior finishes used in the facility.  When the rate of fire growth 

is slow, there is more time for occupants to egress safely, and there is typically less 

property damage.  When considering the rate of fire growth, the interior contents of the 

facility are not analyzed because they are not a fixed part of the building.   

Materials form the basic components of a structure, and are combined to form 

products.  For example, gypsum, paper, and glass fibers are combined to form sheets that 

result in the construction of fire-rated walls and ceiling assemblies.  Assemblies are the 

combination of products, for example, wood-frame walls are the combination of wood 

studs and gypsum wallboard.136 

The Fire Protection Handbook refers to non-combustible materials as materials 

that produce a negligible amount of heat when exposed to elements in a post-flashover 

fire.  Concrete and steel are recognized by model building codes to be non-combustible 

and will prevent flame spread in the event of a fire.  NFPA 101- Life Safety Code makes a 

distinction between noncombustible and limited combustible materials.  NFPA 101-

3.3.150.3 defines a non-combustible material as: 

 

A material that, in the form in which it is used and under the conditions 

anticipated, will not ignite, burn, support combustion, or release flammable 

vapors, when subjected to fire or heat. Materials that are reported as passing 
                                                
134 Fitzgerald, Robert. Building Fire Performance Analysis .12. 
135 NFPA. Fire Protection Handbook: Nineteenth Edition. 2-103. 
136 Ibid. 2-106. 
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ASTM E 136, Standard Test Method for Behavior of Materials in a Vertical Tube 

Furnace at 750 Degrees C, shall be considered noncombustible materials.137   

 

It is important to realize that any material will burn at a high enough temperature 

but the intent is to use materials that will prevent the movement of fire into different 

compartments. 

As described in the Fire Safety Analysis, the masonry building falls under the 

occupancy classification of A-3 for the lecture hall and B for the office space.138  Table 

508.3.3 of the IBC requires that firewalls have a fire resistant rating of 1-hour between 

these occupancy groups, for a sprinklered building.139  For Type IIIB construction both 

interior and exterior bearing walls must have a fire-resistance rating of at least 2 hours.140  

Also, there is a required 2-hour fire rating for the ceiling above the electrical and 

telephone/data closets that are located on each floor.   

 Unprotected structural steel loses strength very rapidly in a fire.  Mineral spray-on 

materials or gypsum board coverings usually protect steel beams and girders.  The known 

materials used to construct the building were exterior brick masonry bearing walls and 

heavy timber beams and columns. 

During the renovation of the building the timber beams were encased in gypsum 

wallboard.  This addition improved the aesthetics of the space, as well as provided a fire 

barrier to the timber column.  To create an open space on the first floor for the lecture 

hall, a large steel beam was added to the ceiling layout.  Replacing a column and an old 

timber beam, the steel beam provided the space with greater flexibility and improved 

aesthetics.  On the upper floors where the office space is located, the partitions between 

offices are constructed from gypsum wallboard.  

A built up roof covering is defined by the IBC as �two or more layers of felt 

cemented together and surfaced with a cap sheet, mineral aggregate, smooth coating or 

similar surfacing material�.  This type of roof construction would be classified as Class A 

roof assemblies and according to the IBC are effective against severe fire test exposure. 

                                                
137 National Fire Protection Association.  NFPA 101: Life Safety Code: 2006 Edition. 
138 2006 International Building Code. 23,24. 
139 Ibid. 81 
140 Ibid. 87. 
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It is of typical practice for a building to comply with the IBC in regards to 

protecting itself from large fire growth rates.  It is apparent that the masonry building of 

Gateway took adequate measures to fireproof its appropriate components.   

7.2.2 Compartmentation 

One important part of a passive fire protection system is containing the fire within 

a limited area, known as compartmentation.  In order for successful compartmentation of 

a fire, the structural elements of a building should be designed to prevent structural 

failure. This reduces the risk of fire spread to adjacent areas of the building.  Barriers also 

play a significant role in the compartmentation of smoke, fire, and heat. Not only do 

barriers prevent the spread of these components of a fire, but they also assist in some 

detection methods as they control and limit movement.  

The renovated masonry building demonstrates both strength and weakness for 

compartmentation in the case of a fire. The building�s exterior brick masonry bearing 

walls and gypsum walls throughout the building, are examples of adequate fire barriers.  

The second through fourth floors are composed of office space and conference 

rooms. Each room has a fire-rated door with a door closure that prevents the spread of 

products of combustion. All common rooms and restrooms within these floors also have 

doors, leaving the corridors and the space leading to the connector building as the only 

�open� spaces. The open space in the masonry building opens into the atrium in both the 

first and second floors.  In the event of a fire in any of the rooms on the third or fourth 

levels of the building, compartmentation is probable.  However, the open space on the 

first and second floors may prevent compartmentation.  

The main level of the building consists of a lecture hall and a large, open, 

common area with an atrium extending to the second level of the building.  The lecture 

hall is adjacent to the atrium, but is enclosed and separated from this space by fire-rated, 

double doors. The atrium acts as a lobby for the masonry building, as well as the new 

construction, and would facilitate significant fire and smoke spread, neglecting active fire 

protection systems. 

All stairwells throughout the building are enclosed and provide access through 

fire-rated doors with door closures. The enclosed stairwells will provide 
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compartmentation in the instance of a fire in this location. On the other hand, if the fire is 

not within the stairwell, it will provide an area of refuge or a safe, smoke-free egress 

route for occupants. 

The importance of compartmentation has become a more important issue in 

respect to protecting a building. Overall, the masonry building does have a strong Passive 

Fire Protection system despite minor weaknesses which, in general, are due to the design 

of the building, not failure to comply with the IBC.  The Firestop Contractors 

International Association (FCIA) recognizes that it would be beneficial to collaborate 

with other groups to try and affect change in codes for compartmentation.  This includes 

changes to fire doors and hardware, fire dampers, fireproofing, fire glass, the fire wall of 

gypsum, concrete or block, and others to learn more and educate about 

compartmentation, while promoting the industry�s importance in fire and life safety.141  

7.2.3 Emergency Egress 

An essential component of Passive Fire Protection is ensuring proper emergency 

egress for building occupants.  The emergency egress system includes exit access, exits, 

and exit discharge from the building.  Defined corridors, enclosed stairwells, and exit 

doors are all components of egress that can be found in the masonry building. These 

elements are all built into the structure of the building to allow passage of occupants from 

a fire emergency to a place of safety.  Using the proper regulations, the egress system has 

been designed to facilitate the exit of all building occupants.  Please refer to the Fire 

Safety Code Analysis section of this report for a discussion of egress as it specifically 

applies to the masonry building.  

 

                                                
141 FCIA. http://www.fcia.org/index.htm  
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8. Risk Assessment  
Risk assessment refers to the likelihood of adverse events.142  For our risk 

assessment we identified possible scenarios that could occur in the masonry building and 

what their implications would be.  This section is intended to investigate threats that exist 

in the building and the sequence of events that would lead to full room involvement 

(FRI).  Those events include the presence of an ignition source, no automatic 

suppression, no manual suppression, and sufficient fuel and ventilation for the fire to 

grow.  These possible events will be addressed through unfavorable scenarios occurring 

in the masonry building 

 It is important to note that in completing a risk assessment there may be several 

different objectives to accomplish.  These objectives are dependent on the different points 

of view regarding the space under consideration.  For example, the owner of a building is 

likely to have concerns that vary greatly from those of a building occupant.  The building 

occupant may simply be concerned with proper egress design to ensure his or her safety 

in the event of a fire.  However, a building owner would be concerned with life safety 

issues, as well as, the costs associated with smoke and fire damage.  Beyond the costs of 

repairing the actual space, the building may have to be shut down for a period of time, 

which could lead to a loss of profit for the company.  This example provides us with an 

awareness of the different factors that may come under consideration in a risk 

assessment. 

8.1 Manual Suppression After Hours 
Many current WPI facilities are occupied after normal business hours by both 

faculty and students.  The building will primarily be used at the graduate level, typically 

graduate lectures and class meetings occur in the evening to accommodate part-time 

students who maintain a full-time job.  Therefore, it is likely the lecture hall would be 

occupied on many occasions in the evening.  Additionally, students especially, are known 

to work on research and homework at night, in some instances through the night.  In the 

event that a fire occurred at night and occupants were in the facility it is possible they 

                                                
142 �Risk Assessment.� http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/risk%20assessment   
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would sense the fire before the detection system, in turn, the fire would be smaller at the 

time of suppression.    

If one were to base the probability of the building being occupied based on the 

code classification, business and assembly, it would be unlikely that occupants will be at 

the facility after normal business hours.  Thus, if a fire occurred after hours, manual 

suppression is not a possibility.  According to these assumptions there are two scenarios 

presented that would result from a fire occurring in a building with no occupants. 

 The first scenario investigates if no automatic suppression system were installed 

or failed to function.  In this case the fire would be able to grow infinitely large until 

detection systems (if installed) notified the local fire department.  This case would result 

in the greatest loss of property and damage.  Currently, the measures in place to control 

the fuel loads when manual suppression is not an option would be the passive fire 

protection in place.  In Type III construction the exterior of the building is made of non-

combustible materials, however, the interior is typically constructed with combustible 

materials.  In this case, the partitions appear to be constructed with gypsum wallboard.  

There is currently fire-rated gypsum wallboard on the market that if installed in the 

historic building, even with the absence of sprinklers the building, would have a higher 

probability of the fire being contained to one compartment.143  In the case of Gateway 

Park, automatic suppression systems are installed throughout the facility.   

 On the other hand, if automatic suppression systems are installed, the fire would 

grow until the detection system detected the fire and activated the automatic suppression 

systems.  It is likely that the fire would be limited to one compartment.  Although the fire 

may grow larger than if it were detected by occupants it will still be relatively small and 

full room involvement likely would not happen due to sprinkler activating prior to this 

point.  According to the National Fire Protection Association only one or two sprinkler 

heads were activated in 81 percent of the fires with wet pipe systems and 56 percent of 

the fires with dry pipe systems.144   

 The majority of the existing building is being used as office space for WPI faculty 

and their supporting staff.  In such occupancies the main fuel loads would be desktop 

                                                
143 �Temple Inland.� 
144 National Fire Protection Association, �Facts and Figures� 
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computers and paper products including student assignments, research, and faculty 

reference libraries.  A computer could be damaged through fire and also through 

suppression of fire.  It is probable that there is a large amount of valuable information 

stored on the computers and the loss of which would be devastating.  Due to the nature of 

the rest of the facility (i.e. laboratory and research areas in the new construction) there is 

likely an abundance of important research stored in the facility.  The loss of such research 

due to fire could potentially be devastating.  However, sprinklers typically reduce the 

average property loss due to fire by one-half to two-thirds compared to where sprinklers 

are not present. 145 

8.2 Wet Versus Dry Pipe Automatic Suppression Systems 
There are potential risks involved in installing different types of automatic 

suppression systems in a building.  In the case of a wet pipe system versus a dry pipe 

system there are innumerable risk related issues.  However, we focused on those 

associated with false alarms and time needed for water delivery using the different 

systems.  

By definition, a wet pipe suppression system is that in which, ��the piping 

contains water at all times and in connected to water supply so that water discharges 

immediately�� once the sprinkler head activates.146    In the case of a dry pipe system, 

there is no water in the piping.  These systems also utilize automatic sprinkler heads; 

however, when they activate the drop in pressure then activates a dry pipe valve that 

allows water to enter the pipes.147  

Wet and dry pipe systems are often used in much different ambient conditions.  

For instance, wet pipe systems are typical for commercial and residential spaces.  On the 

other hand, dry pipe systems are used in warehouses or other facilities where there is a 

possibility of the pipes freezing due to lower ambient temperatures.   

The possibility of a false alarm occurring would have very different results with a 

wet system or a dry system.  In the case of a wet pipe system with a false alarm, a more 

substantial amount of damage could be caused due to the earlier release of water from the 

                                                
145 National Fire Protection Association. �Facts and Figures�. 
146 Dubay, Christian.  Automatic Sprinkler System Handbook. 141. 
147 Ibid. 143. 
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system.  While there would be some water damage in the case of both types of systems, 

the delay of the water release in a dry pipe system would minimize damage to the 

effected area.  Aside from a false alarm, there is also the possibility of knocking off a 

sprinkler head, perhaps during building maintenance.  Similarly, in the case of a wet pipe 

system there would be significant water damage; however, there would be less damage 

with a dry pipe system. 

Conversely, in the case of an actual fire emergency a wet pipe system would be 

more likely to minimize damage and costs.  The quicker release of water would control or 

suppress the fire, as well as limit fire spread from the room of origin, and the only time 

lag associated with this type of system is that required to activate the sprinkler head.  In 

the case of a dry pipe system there is an additional time lag from sprinkler activation to 

water release. 

 Based on these inherent differences there may be a substantial difference in the 

time required for water delivery between wet and dry pipe systems.  The lag for dry 

systems would allow the fire to continue growing for some period of time.  This fire 

growth could allow the fire to spread from the room of origin to other sections of the 

building, causing greater fire damage and possible life safety issues. 

  An important aspect of risk assessment is identifying the uncertainties that may 

present themselves in the proposed situation.  Identifying these uncertainties creates a 

more comprehensive understanding of possible situations that may develop.  In the case 

of an automatic sprinkler system there is uncertainty regarding sprinkler activation.  It is 

possible for a sprinkler head to be defective.  Both wet and dry pipe systems face this 

uncertainty.   

Additional uncertainty can be attributed to the type of fire that develops and how 

the sprinkler head is designed to react.  For a rapidly developing fire sprinkler heads are 

likely to perform as designed and control fire spread upon activation.  However, in the 

case of a smoldering fire, or a slowly developing fire, a sprinkler would take  

significantly longer to activate.  In these fires temperature rise would occur at a slower 

rate, which would effect the time to sprinkler activation.  

In developing this risk assessment it was important to acknowledge the additional 

risk that may develop from situational uncertainties.  It is evident that there is risk, as 
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well as disadvantages and advantages, associated with both wet and dry pipe suppression 

systems.  

8.3 Egress 
One of the most important concerns in the event of a fire is life safety.  To ensure 

the safety of the occupants within a building, the egress system of the facility must be 

properly designed.  Upon speaking with representatives from the firm managing the 

Gateway Park Project, we were informed that one of the stairwells within the existing 

masonry building was not considered a route of egress.  The building, however, has 

access to two main stairwells within the link of the buildings, both of which are sufficient 

for means of egress.  Though this design meets the code, there are apparent risks that 

arise from the situation.  

 For the purpose of discussion, we will refer to the insufficient stairwell as 

Stairwell A.  Although the stairwell is not considered part of the egress system, the 

avoidance of this path is not guaranteed.  It is noted that in the event of a fire, building 

occupants will exit in the most familiar route traveled.  It is assumed that most occupants 

will enter and exit the building through the main exits within the link.  In this case, most 

will seek this route to exit the building if a fire occurs.   

On the other hand, some persons will be prone to make use of the closest exit, 

which in some cases will be the aforementioned stairwell.  Stairwell A is located directly 

off of the main corridor of the upper levels of the building.  Many offices are situated off 

of this corridor.  It is expected that many occupants of these rooms, would use this exit 

for simplicity and quickness in a hectic situation of a fire.  Figure 22 shows Stairwell A 

outlined in red.  The main corridor of the building is highlighted in yellow.   
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During a walk through of the facility, Stairwell A was examined and 

measurements were taken.  There were several features within the stairwell that were not 

in compliant with the Code.  First, the width of the stairwell proved to become narrower 

in the direction of egress.  In addition, the handrails were not located at a proper height.  

Insufficient qualities such as these could result in major problems in the event of a fire.  

 Because Stairwell A does not meet the standards of the Code, it should not be 

utilized as egress.  Consequently, there are risks involved in maintaining a stairwell as 

such within a building.  It is inevitable that Stairwell A will be used if there is a fire in the 

building.  In the event that the stairwell is used, injuries and deaths could potentially 

occur.  The behavior of occupants under the circumstances of a fire would cause 

additional risk to the use of the stairwell, as some may panic and exit in a disorderly 

manner.  As a result, the likelihood of injuries may increase.  Furthermore, if the fire was 

in a location that blocked access to one of the other exits, the possibility of occupants 

resorting to Stairwell A would be highly probable.  The building owner should be 

concerned about the stairwell resulting in injuries and possible legal cases that could 

arise.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 22: Stairwell A 
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 Our recommendation to avoid the occurrence of injuries or court settlements is to 

bring the stairwell up to Code.  This may cause an initial cash outflow but it would 

decrease the risk within the egress system while increasing the safety of the occupants.  

Therefore, the building owner may save money in the future because there would not be a 

possibility that he or she be at fault for injuries occurring within the egress route during a 

fire.   

8.4 Presence of Fuel 
Nowadays, office facilities typically consist of �high-tech� equipment such as 

computers and plasma screen televisions.  Unique to this masonry building, there is a 

lecture hall that will have a large, drop down screen, projectors and presentation 

equipment.  All of these elements are essential for the facility to serve its daily purpose. 

On the other hand, if a fire were to occur, this equipment can cause catastrophic damage 

due to its flammability.  

Other than heat and oxygen, fuel is the other component of creating a fire.  The 

location of the fuel is a contributing factor of how large the fire can grow, how fast it can 

spread throughout the building and ultimately how much damage, both long and short 

term, it will cause the building.  For example, a fire present in an electrical room could 

smolder, which would not be detected in a timely manner depending on its location 

relative to the fire detection systems.  There could be significant property loss if a fire 

was present in another part of the building such as an office.  In an office, there are 

different forms of fuels such as cubicles, chairs, waste paper baskets, file cabinets, 

computers, printers, fax machines and possibly plasma screen televisions.    Important 

implications to consider in this situation: loss of data, loss of equipment and monetary 

damages.   The process of replacing data is more difficult than replacing equipment.  In 

the long run, losing data over equipment will be more detrimental monetarily.  An 

emotional element needs to be factored in as well.  The roll of a graduate student, 

particularly in the biological field, is to conduct research via experimentation.  If their 

data, results and conclusions were lost, months, possibly years of their work would not 

exist anymore.   

With the presence of various fuels in this building, risk management, the process 

of assessing risks of a facility and then forming strategies to manage them is imperative.  
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Strategies include transferring the risk to another party, avoiding the risk, reducing the 

negative effect of the risk, and accepting some or all of the consequences of a particular 

risk.  An example of risk reduction would be the installation of appropriate protection 

(i.e. sprinklers) in vulnerable areas, such as the lecture hall with many sources of fuel.  In 

the case of the laboratory space, extra precautions are to be made due to the immense 

amount of flammable chemicals and the value of the ongoing research experiments.   

It is to the owner�s benefit to recognize the hazard that lies in the presence of fuels 

in their building.   Luckily, insurance companies have come to realize the importance of 

data loss and recovery in conjunction with property loss and recovery.  There is a reason 

why there are insurance policies designed to keep companies afloat by compensating for 

lost revenues while either equipment is down or data is lost.  From an owner and 

occupant point of view, the facility, the equipment in the facility and the data contained 

within the equipment is invaluable and worth taking many routes of precaution. 

 

 

 In conclusion, there are many possible scenarios that might occur when 

considering fire risk.   The intent of this chapter was to show possible sequences of 

events that may be considered concerning life safety issues.  The were four scenarios 

considered in relation to the Gateway Park development were manual suppression after 

hours, wet pipe versus dry pipe suppression systems, egress, and fuel loads.  This chapter 

presented just a few of the many different scenarios that could occur and the implication 

of the events to both the occupant and the building owner. 
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9. Conclusions and Recommendations  
The intent of this report was to provide an overview of structural alternatives 

within the Gateway Park Project facility.  After investigating different construction 

materials and layouts, we determined the most desirable scenario for both the steel and 

reinforced concrete systems.  Our analysis not only focused on the flexibility of the space 

but the cost estimates of each design as well.  Lastly, a conclusion was drawn with 

respect to the fire protection systems within the building, giving specific attention on the 

egress system of the building.  The following chapter summarizes our conclusions and 

recommendations for future study.   

9.1 Structural Steel 
While investigating the process of structural steel design, we were able to 

experiment with three different layouts:  34.5� x 27.75�, 69� x 37.75� and 34.5� x 18.5�.  

From the gravity design of our structural steel alternatives we were able to recognize an 

important relationship between increased span and depth of construction. As the span 

covered by girder for bay areas become larger, the depth of construction also increases.  

With this increase in depth of construction vertical flexibility is adversely affected 

because there is a limiting height in the building.  When the floor and ceiling assemblies 

increase the usable area decreases.   

Also, in our alternative structural designs we completely gutted the building to 

introduce a new steel frame.  One consequence of putting a new frame in the building is 

placing new 5-inch concrete slabs in place of the current wood floors of the masonry 

building that are uneven due to the effects of time and settling of the structure.  Thus, the 

building would have level floor surfaces. 

Testing the 34.5� x 27.75� bay size with 4 filler beams for lateral deflection with 

RISA we determined 3.14 inches of sway at the roof level.  This exceeds the maximum 

allowable sway due to wind forces, and based on these results we can conclude that our 

structural steel alternative is under-designed.  However, the maximum deflection due to 

seismic loading resulted as 0.264 inches, indicating our structural steel alternative is 

adequately designed or perhaps slightly over-designed. 
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It was important to consider the vertical flexibility of the space in our design to 

meet the desired 15� floor height for the adjacent lab space.  However, this vertical 

flexibility could also affect the future return in a resale of the building.  If the floor height 

was diminished by large girders or beams the use of the space would be limited, which 

could in turn affect the resale value of the property.  A cost analysis provided us with an 

important understanding of the relationship between design and economics.   

In design, it is important to consider the flexibility of a space provided by the 

structural layout versus the economics of providing adequate steel members.  Large, open 

floor plans may be more desirable for building occupants; however, this can detract from 

valuable vertical space.  As span length for beams and girders increase, depth and cost 

increase as well. 

9.2 Reinforced Concrete 
 After investigating different reinforced concrete systems, an analysis of each was 

performed.  In determining the most desirable option for further study with respect to 

lateral loading, the following characteristics were considered; most flexibility, i.e. open 

space; system integration within vertical constraints; and lastly, the cost of each design.  

Based on these factors, the preferred option was Scenario 1: a one-way 5-inch slab with 

end bays of 21� x 18� and interior bays of 21�x 19�. 

Our results show that the maximum lateral deflection of our system was 0.047 

inches due to wind loadings.  In respect to seismic loadings, our system resulted in a 

maximum deflection of 0.014 inches.  These deflection values portray a system that is 

structurally intact even under extreme conditions.  It is likely that these small deflection 

values exemplify an over-design of the concrete system.  The lateral loading results are a 

reflection of the designed gravity system.  Thus, smaller beams, girders, and columns 

may have been used for the gravity systems, from which larger deflections within 

reasonable limits may have resulted.  Consequently, the cost of our system would have 

been decreased in the event that our system was designed with smaller members. 

According to our calculated cost estimates, Scenario 5, the two-way slab was the 

most economical design with a cost of approximately $39 per square foot.  However, in 

weighing all aspects of the design as previously mentioned, we selected Scenario 1 as the 

best option.  This system had a comparable cost of $40 per square foot.  We concluded 
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that the difference in the cost would be minimal and this design is more desirable because 

it offers more flexibility and fits within the vertical limits.   

The economics of construction have been known to make or break a project.  In 

this regard, over designed systems are not desirable.  In many instances, building owners 

are looking to cut back on cost any way possible.  Cost reductions often lead to 

innovative design.  

9.3 Structural Alternatives 
It is necessary for a building owner to weigh advantages and disadvantages of a 

structural framing system based on what they desire within the space.  The owner would 

need to consider the function of the space and decide the most important parameter of 

constructing the building.  There are disadvantages and advantages of both the steel and 

reinforced concrete systems analyzed in this report. 

The advantage of the steel system is that it provides the most flexibility within in 

the facility, with the most desirable bay size of 34.5� x 27.75�.  However, this system is 

not the most economical.  It appears that the most desirable reinforced concrete system 

costs less than the aforementioned system.  Additionally, steel systems require spray-on 

fireproofing to obtain the same rating that is inherent within a concrete slab of adequate 

thickness.   

In conclusion, all the scenarios analyzed are sufficient to the objectives of the 

project- creating structural alternatives that provides more flexibility within the space 

with a reasonable cost associated with them.  However, the most desirable situation 

would rely on the owner�s objectives and the feasibility of the construction challenges.  

First, the structural alternatives presented require completely gutting the interior of the 

building.  During demolition of the interior, environmental concerns may arise due to 

toxic materials located in the facility, for example, asbestos.  Also, typically when 

buildings are gutting the structural framework is kept in tact.  However, we are replacing 

the structural skeleton, which would require bracing of the exterior masonry.      

9.4 Fire Protection 
The renovated masonry building of Gateway Park has been reviewed with respect 

to its active and passive fire protection systems. These have been shown to be a relatively 
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strong point in the overall design features of the building.  A fire alarm system that 

includes smoke detection is provided to allow for relatively early warning in the event of 

a fire.   

Although we found discrepancies within the building with regards to the 

provisions of the 2006 IBC, we felt that it was necessary to investigate compliance with 

the Massachusetts State Building Code, as it is the acting jurisdiction.  According to 

Massachusetts State Building Code Section 1014.3, the minimum stairwell width is 44 

inches.  The egress stairwell provided in the Gateway Park facility does not meet this 

requirement. 

In addition, Stairwell A, shown in Figure 22, was not in compliance with either 

building code.  The measured stairwell width and handrail heights do not fulfill the 

requirements of either code.  Additionally, the stairwell width decreases in the direction 

of egress which is not permitted per the codes.  However, this stairwell is not considered 

a means of egress in the facility.  Although, the building owner has provided sufficient 

egress routes, we feel that there is still risk involved in maintaining a stairwell that does 

not meet building code requirements.     

   In conclusion, the egress system throughout the building notes some weaknesses 

but we feel the areas that were found to be non-compliant to the Code, have been offset 

by the fully installed automatic sprinkler system.  In general, the egress system is 

sufficient for emergency exiting procedures.      

The active fire protection systems installed in the masonry building were found to 

be in complete compliance with the IBC. As noted from the Fire Protection 

Specifications of the Gateway Park Project, the automatic sprinkler and standpipe 

systems for the masonry building were designed to comply with NFPA 13 and 14.  The 

regulations of these NFPA standards are also cited throughout the IBC.  Similarly, the 

alarm and detection systems comply with NFPA and IBC standards; thus, there are no 

components of the active fire protection systems that are deficient.  

 Whether or not the passive fire protection systems are compliant with the IBC is 

left up for interpretation.  The element of passive fire protection in question is egress.  

Technically, �Stairwell A� of the building is not considered part of the egress system.  

One could argue that in a state of emergency, the occupants are likely to take the fastest 
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way out.  Depending on the location of the occupants at the time of the fire, Stairwell A 

could be their best escape route despite the fact that the stairwell should not be used as a 

means of egress.   

It appears that compartmentation is not an issue with the aid of the building�s 

exterior brick masonry bearing walls, gypsum walls and fire rated doors.  During the 

renovation of the building the timber beams were encased in gypsum wallboard.  This 

finish provided a fire barrier to the timber components. The only location where 

compartmentation is not likely is the open space in the building on the first and second 

floors which opens into a large atrium.  Lack of compartmentation within the atrium 

would allow fire to spread to adjacent areas within the facility, likely resulting in a multi-

story fire more quickly.  

This project aimed to create a synergy between our undergraduate civil 

engineering capstone design project and our graduate level fire protection engineering 

courses.  The structural alternatives that our group designed formed the basis for the 

project, and we tied in fire protection through building fire safety and active and passive 

fire protection systems analysis.  In performing these analyses of the masonry building, 

we used the International Building Code, the standard for code knowledge used in our 

graduate classes.  Thus, we were able to implement knowledge learned from our graduate 

classes into our undergraduate work.  

9.5 Recommendations for Future Work 
 The Gateway Park Project is a great foundation for extensions for future projects.  

Civil Engineering is broad enough that engineers pursuing different areas of civil 

engineering could create a project pertaining to their field of study. 

 A main focus of this project is cost estimating.  One of the important aspects of 

renovating the masonry building was the cost of gutting it while maintaining its structural 

stability.  Additional precautions were taken to maintain stability while building the area 

for the lecture hall.  Future studies could include performing detailed cost estimates of 

these tasks with their corresponding precautions.        
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As an extension of risk assessment, future work could be put towards finding the 

mathematical probabilities of the scenarios outlined by this project.  Additionally, the 

laboratory space in the new part of the building creates a different set of scenarios.  A risk 

assessment could be performed of the laboratory area of the newly constructed building.  

A fire protection investigation could also be conducted with respect to the 

laboratory space in the newly constructed building.  Issues such as installing appropriate 

equipment (i.e. wet vs. dry pipe suppression systems, heat or smoke detectors) or passive 

fire protection systems (i.e. compartmentation, fire rated doors) are important areas to 

investigate.  

Nowadays during construction, it is not uncommon to encounter environmental 

issues while trying to complete a job.  Gateway Park is built on a brownfield site.  A 

brownfield site presents difficulty due to the presence or potential presence of a 

hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant.  A future project could investigate the 

real world constraints of building on a brownfield site and also the related costs of doing 

so. 

 In conclusion, this project provides a strong basis for future study.   Through our 

work other students will be able to further investigate the structural systems and fire 

protection of Gateway Park. 
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Appendix A: Project Proposal 

Introduction 
The Gateway Project, located on Prescott Street in Worcester, MA, is a business 

venture undertaken by Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) and the Worcester Business 

Development Corporation (WBDC).  The project entails the cleanup of a brownfield site 

and renovation of an aged masonry building.  Other aspects of the project include 

construction of new office space, laboratory facilities and a parking garage.  The 

development of the 11.5-acre site is the beginning of the master plan for a mixed-use 

expansion to rejuvenate the 55-acre section of Worcester.   

 The scope of our work included researching historic masonry construction, 

performing a structural analysis of the existing masonry building, and designing 

structural alternatives.  We concluded the structural alternatives portion of our project 

with a cost estimate to determine the feasibility of our suggested alternatives.  Then, we 

proceeded to evaluating the fire protection systems and the building�s egress system 

based on the 2006 International Building Code.   

To understand the comprehensive nature of the Gateway Park Project, we 

conducted extensive research on the cleanup of this brownfield site.  Some considerations 

that we found to be integral to this project were soil contamination from the past uses of 

the site and the effect of the contaminants on future uses of the site.   

One objective of the Gateway Park renovation project was to structurally update 

the masonry building for office space and a lecture hall.  This presented owners and 

builders with the challenge of bringing a late 1800�s building into compliance with 

modern code criteria and redesigning the interior.  Also, the building plans called for 

construction of a new brick building, to resemble the masonry building, as well as a 

connector building between the aforementioned structures.  The demolition of a section 

of the wall of the old masonry building to provide a connection between buildings posed 

structural stability design concerns.  

 The masonry building currently contains the original timber structural framing 

system.  The strength of timber is not as high as other construction materials, therefore 

requiring more columns which places constrains on the layout of the occupants office 
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space. This report investigated the use of alternative structural systems within the existing 

building frame to provide a more open floor plan.  Steel framing systems of varying bay 

sizes were developed, as well as, various concrete framing systems, including the use of 

one-way slabs, joist floor systems, and two way slabs.  Considerations, such as depth of 

construction, were made to determine the feasibility of each alternative.  We also 

developed cost estimates to determine which alternatives provided the most beneficial 

design while maintaining a reasonable cost. 

Based on the building standards of life safety, property protection, and mission 

protection developed in the 2006 International Building Code, we performed a code 

analysis of the masonry building.  We investigated the building�s egress system, and 

analyzed the active and passive fire protection systems that were installed in the building. 

Subsequently, we developed methods to perform a risk assessment of the masonry 

building.  

After completion of the various structural and fire protection alternatives and their 

associated cost estimates the best design scenario was determined. 

 

Objectives 
 

(1) Understanding historic masonry construction. 

(2) Development of a structural analysis and design alternatives with a cost 

analysis. 

(3) Developing a synergy with undergraduate education and FPE work. 

 

Scope 

The scope of work for this project will entail the following activities: 

Discussion of what was necessary to bring building up to code 

Inspections, 

Code Analysis 

Structural analysis of existing structure 

1. Assess materials in building 

a. Timber 
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b. Masonry 

2. Assess constraints of floor plan 

3. Gap between the old and new building  

 

Concrete Alternatives 

1. One way slab design 

a. Continuous T-Beam design 

b. Girder design 

c. Column design 

2. Joist floor design 

3. 2 way slab design 

4. Compare: 

a. Flexibility within design (ie. Open floor plan with consideration of slab 

thickness-floor to ceiling height) 

b. Economics within design (which system will provide the best alternative 

but will not be too expensive)  

 

Steel Alternatives 

1. Bay Size 1 

a. Beam design 

b. Girder design 

c. Column design 

d. Combination metal decking and slab vs. basic slab 

2. Bay Size 2 

a. Beam design 1 

b. Beam design 2 

c. Girder design 

d. Column design 

e. Combination metal decking and slab vs. basic slab 

3. Compare: 

a. Flexibility 
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b. Economics 

 

Fire Protection 

1. Risk Assessment 

2. Analysis of what was put into the facility 

a. Active fire protection 

i. Fixed Automatic Fire Protection Systems 

ii. Manual Systems 

iii. Detection and Alarm Systems 

iv. Smoke and Heat Ventilation 

v. Water Supply and Reliability 

b. Passive fire protection 

i. Fire growth rate 

ii. Compartmentation 

iii. Emergency egress 

c. Egress System 

3. Alternative system  

4. Compare 

a. Occupant risk and safety 

b. Economics of what is in place vs. alternative 

 

Understanding Masonry Construction 

1. Historic Construction 

a. Building code 

b. Construction method 

c. Materials 

2. Brownfield Development 

a. Regulations 

b. Problems associated with redevelopment 

c. Cleaning the area 
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Capstone Design 
This MQP concerns the construction of the Gateway Park project off Route 290 in 

Worcester.  This project addresses both new and old construction on a site with 

environmental challenges.  This project addresses many real world constraints, which 

will be discussed in further detail.  

Health and Safety   
To ensure the safety of the buildings occupants, a risk assessment and fire 

protection analysis will be performed.  Active and passive fire protection systems will be 

investigated and alternatives will be developed.  The fire protection systems will be 

analyzed according to new structural designs.     

Environmental 
Gateway Park is a brownfields development and the project site was found to 

have contaminated soil from past industrial use.  To develop this site a considerable 

amount of clean up was needed to remove the hazardous wastes and toxins found in the 

soil.  The code requires a specific level of safety to be reach for different occupancies.  In 

this case, the soil was thoroughly cleaned due to its intended office and research use.    

Economic 
From a structural standpoint, different alternatives will be developed for the 

interior design of the building.  The alternative designs entail various concrete and steel 

frames.  A cost estimate will be formed to compare and weigh the feasibility of each 

design alternative.   

Social 
The Master Plan for Gateway Park aims to revitalize the old industrial district in 

which it is located.  The project will result in many important social implications for the 

City of Worcester and surrounding towns.  By rebuilding the site with modern structures 

and facilities, the project will create new jobs, research opportunities and improved 

aesthetics in this rundown section of the city.  Additionally, the area will bring a wider 

demographic to that part of the city. 
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Manufacturability 
 This project will present structural alternatives for concrete and steel within the 

existing exterior frame.  The alternative designs are intended to provide a more open 

layout. Considerations will be made to avoid the creation of vertical constraints.  

Additionally, considerations will be made to accommodate the desired 15 feet of floor to 

ceiling space in the adjacent laboratory facility.   

 
 

Schedule 
 

A Term 
Dates Activity 

Week 1 Organize MQP and meetings 
Week 2 Background research 
Week 3 Background research; Organization of project; Site visit 
Week 4 Continued background & organization; Meeting with Steve 

Hebert (WPI V. President) 
Week 5 Create schedule & list of activites for  

 B Term; Meeting with Craig Blais (WBDC) 
Week 6 Draft proposal 
Week 7  Preliminary design calculations 

 

B Term 
Dates Activity 

Week 1 Structural analysis  
Week 2 Continue structural analysis 
Week 3 Work on draft of MQP report; Continue structural analysis 
Week 4 Work on draft of MQP report; Continue structural analysis 
Week 5 Develop alternatives using concrete and steel 
Week 6 Work on draft of MQP report; Continue to develop 

alternatives  
Week 7  Work on draft of MQP report; Continue to develop 

alternatives; Create schedule & activities for C Term  
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C Term 
Dates Activity 

Week 1: Jan 15 � 21 Lateral Loading 
Week 2: Jan 22 � 28 Egress code analysis; Passive & active systems analysis 
Week 3: Jan 29 � Feb 4 Continue egress code analysis; Continue passive & active 

systems analysis 
Week 4: Feb 5 � 11 Risk Assessment  
Week 5: Feb 12 � 18 Continue Risk Assessment 
Week 6: Feb 19 � 25 Tie up loose ends for completion of MQP Report 
Week 7: Feb 26 � Mar 1 Prepare presentation for Project Presentation Day 
 
 

References 
Craig Blais, Representative of Worcester Business Development Corporation (WBDC) 

Steve Hebert, Vice President of WPI 

Steve Johnson, Project Manager of Gateway Park for Consigli 

Megan Lynch, Project Manager of Gateway Project for WBDC 
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Appendix B: Interview with Mr. Steve Hebert 
 
Interview with Vice President, Steve Hebert 
September 19, 2006 
10:00 A.M. 
 
Attendees: 
V.P. Steve Hebert 
Kaitlin McGillvray 
Caitlin Ramig 
Katie Strumolo 
Kelly Thompson 
 
 

1. How did this project develop? 
• David Forsburg (Worcester Building Development Corporation-WBDC) 

and Steve Hebert (WPI) thought the project was both interesting and 
possible for each party 

• WBDC 
a. Re-development 
b. Brownfield clean-up 
c. Taxed-based expansion 
d. Jobs 

• WPI 
a. Potential expansion of campus 
b. Research facility 
c. Investment for endowment 
d. Solution to �Dead Parking� issue 

1. Student that parks a car on Sunday and doesn�t move it 
until Friday. 

2. Relieves parking hassle 
• WPI & WBDC 

a. Idea �meshed� conceptually 
b. November 1999, idea �meshed� between Steve Hebert and Dave 

Forsburg 
c. Had the support of WPI Board of Trustees & WBDC Board 
d. Gateway L.L.C. was created in December 1999 

• Four buildings were at Gateway purchased for $5.7 million 
• Approximately 11.5 acres  
• 50/50 partnership between WPI and WBDC 
• WPI is continuing to purchase land and buildings 
• Future purchases 

• Machine shop at Worcester Vocational School 
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2. Brownfields 
•  Responsibility 

a. WBDC focuses on clean out 
 

• Old industrial buildings are not up to today�s �performance level� 
• Asbestos etc. 
• Posed risks 

a. Hired risk firms to assess 
b. Required to clean out  
c. WPI & WBDC �accepted the risk� 

• Possible Solutions 
a. Clean and cap for parking 
b. Clean to build on  

i. EPA approved anything to be built except for a daycare 
• Garage 

a. Strategically placed 
i. Used to be an Electro-plating facility 

b. Garage property cost $5,000  
c. Clean-out cost $845,000 

i. Various elements dumped into Gateway Park in the 1930�s and 
1940�s 

 
3. Masonry Building 

• Built in late 1800�s 
• Architect�s decision to keep 
• Helps transition from the old area to the new building 
• Keeps traditional look 
• Architecturally and esthetically pleasing 
• Wooden timbers and floors 
• Substantially sound, structurally 
• Historical 

a. Consulted Massachusetts Historical Commission 
b. Required to outline how they were going to clean and what materials 

they intended on using 
• Removed columns to build 100-seat lecture hall 

 
4. Layout 

• Old Masonry Building (68 Prescott St.) 
a. Office space 
b. Lecture Hall 

• New Building (60 Prescott St.) 
a. �Wet� Laboratory space 

1. Approximately 65,000 sq. ft. 
• Middle Section 

a. Lobby 
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b. Elevators 
c. Conference rooms 

• Parking 
a. 860 spaces 
b. Able to expand to 1300 spaces 

• Available space 
a. Only 4,000 sq. ft. of the 125,000 sq. ft. is available  

 
5. 65 vs. 11 acres 

• Gateway Park L.L.C is 11.5 acres 
• 65 acres incorporates Prescott St., Tuckerman Hall etc. 

 
6. What Steve Hebert foresees 

• 45-60% of the development being life and health sciences 
• Hopes to attract corporations like Pfizer 
• High-end retailers/restaurants 

a. Sole Proprietor 
b. Legal Seafood 

• Building turnover 
a. April 1, 2007 

• Occupants move in 
a. May/June 2007 

• Grand Opening 
a. October 2007 

• Overall Gateway Project-Development approximately 2 years ahead of 
schedule 

a. Research facilities-60% Bio or life-science related (included 
Healthcare) 

b. Office space 
c. Housing-Graduate Students 
d. Retail 
e. Parking 

 
7. Advantages for WPI 

• Frees up space in Goddard Laboratory and Salisbury  
• +$17 million of retro-fitting 
• Upgrading lab and office space 
• $10 million of the $17 million is committed 
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Appendix C: Interview with Mr. Craig Blais 
Interview with WBDC Executive Vice President Craig Blais 
September 26, 2006 
10:00 A.M. 
 
Attendees: 
V.P. Steve Hebert 
Craig Blais 
Kaitlin McGillvray 
Caitlin Ramig 
Katie Strumolo 
Kelly Thompson 
 
How did the Worcester Business Development Council (WBDC) get involved in 
Brownfields? 

• 1998 Massachusetts Brownfield Act 
• EPA could keep up in evaluating sites 
• Privatized whole process 
• 1999= WBDC adopted Brownfields into strategic plan 

 
Who evaluates the sites? 

• LSP- License Site Professionals 
o Advise developers  
o Put together plans 

• RAM- Risk Assessment Management 
• RAO- Risk Assessment Outcome 
• Audit on demand- developers want it, EPA doesn�t 

 
 
The Gateway district in the past was utilized in the steel plating operations, what are the 
main contaminants consistent with those operations? 

• Arsenic 
• Cyanide 
• Led 
• TCE 

 
What did you find in the ground within the Gateway district? 
 

• United States Steel in all of Gateway Park 
• 60 Prescott Street 

o underground storage tanks, heating oil (not as contaminated) 
• 75 Grove Street 

o underground storage of diesel fuel tank, leaking into groundwater 
o test monitoring wells, stopped source of what was removed 
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• 31 Garden Street 
o plateing company (where parking garage is located) 
o  contaminated with arsenic, cyanide 

• 68 Prescott Street 
o Asbestos removed in first phase 
o $118,000 to remove it 
o Cannot get demo permit until Asbestos removed 
o least contaminated, no storage tanks (were at 60 Prescott) 

 
• Worcester has a high led concentration 

 
What is done with the waste once you have cleaned it? 

• Debris put in specifically designed landfill or incinerator 
• The landfills are usually lined 
• Vapor extractions � sit and dry out 
• Soil management plan 

 
What are the costs associated with the clean up? 

• 1 acre cost between $5,000 and $750,000 to clean up, which included both 
phases 

• Phase 1- historical analysis 
• Phase 2- environmental insurance, limited subsurface testing 
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Appendix D: Field Notes from Site Visit 
 
Field Notes obtained from site visit 
September 27, 2006 
10:00 A.M. 
 
Attendees: 
Project Manager Steve Johnson 
Kaitlin McGillvray 
Caitlin Ramig 
Katie Strumolo 
Kelly Thompson 
 
Existing Masonry Building: 
 

• Reappointing entire building  
 

• 95% of the bricks in restored building the same 
 

• Existing foundation remains untouched 
 

• The wood stairs and approximately 90% of the wooden columns of old building will 
remain erect. However, new treads will be installed to �look nice�.  

 
• Lecture hall was constructed to hold approximately 100 people. Columns were 

removed for open space and ceiling beams were added for support.  
 

• Fire proofing has been applied to exterior and around shafts of steel I-beams 
 

• Concrete product was placed over wood floors.  
 

• Dry walls around wood columns 
 

• 95% of brick will be covered on interior 
 

• Not as many contaminated soils, problems, etc. in this building compared to other 
former building that was demolished 

 
• Fire safent (paste material) of 1- or 2-hour rating at most penetrations. 
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New Construction: 
 

• An attachment of the old and new building referred to as the �link� is made of 
aluminum, glass, and a metal panel. 

 
• There is an apparent gap between the old building and the newly constructed �link�, 

approximately 1-ft, that was covered with an expansion joint. 
 

• The floor to ceiling height of old building measured 13�-6�. Typically, for 
laboratories, the height is 15�. However, to be consistent with the old building, they 
had to manage to design the lab space 1.5� shorter than desired. 

 
• Fire safent spray along steel beams acting as installation for fire rating between 

buildings 
 

• 2-hr rating on walls of labs 
 

• Type III B Construction 
 

• Electrical room has 2 �hr rating on all walls except exterior 
 

• Vapor barriers in new buildings but did not have apply in old buildings because of 
details in the brick layering it already had.  
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Appendix E: Master Plan of Gateway Park Project 
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Appendix F: Steel Design Hand Calculations 
 
Bay Size [69�x 27.75�] and Floor Layout:  
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Beam Design Hand Calculations: 
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Bay Size [34.5� x 27.75�] Layout: 
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Slant Beam Design Hand Calculations: 
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Appendix G: Concrete Hand Calculations 
 
One way slab design hand calculations (Scenario 1)   
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Rectangular Beam Design 
Scenario 1 
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Scenario 2 
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Scenario 3 
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Girder Design  
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Scenario 4: 
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Girder Design: 
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Scenario 5- Two Way Slab Design: 
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Column Design 
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Appendix H: Lateral Loading 
Steel  
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Concrete 
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Appendix I: Fire Protection Specifications 
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Appendix J: Fire Protection Systems Collected Data 
This Appendix contains information that was collected verbally during the site 

visit in January.  All of the information was provided by the Project Manager for Consigli 

Construction Company, Steve Johnson, and is listed below.  

 
Fixed Automatic Fire Protection Systems: 

-Sprinkler system: wet or dry? Wet. 
-Are there areas sprinklers in the electrical rooms and life safety closets? Yes, as 

well as smoke detectors.  
 -Are there sprinklers in stairwells? Yes. 
 -Are the sprinklers pendant, sidewall or covered pendant?  Covered Pendant 
 -Are there standpipes? What is their diameter and locations? Yes, on every  

floor in the stairwells. 6� diameter 
 -Are there backflow control valves?  Yes, throughout the system.  

-Is there a fire department connection? Where? Yes, in the stairwells. 
-Are there floor control valves?  Yes, in the stairwells. 
-Where is the test drain location? In the stairwell. 

 
Manual Systems: 

-Are there wall mounted fire extinguishers? Where are they located? Yes, in  
cabinets in the hallways.  

-How many per floor?  Depends on distance, not number per floor.  
There is one in each hallway. 

-What class extinguishers are they? ABC 
-Are there manual pull stations? Where? Yes, throughout the building and  

stairwells. 
 
Detection and Alarm Systems: 

-Is there a fire alarm control panel? Type? Yes, however, we could not access  
it.  The door to the room was locked. 

-Is it supplied with backup power? For how long?  Yes, by an emergency 
generator for an unknown period of time. 

-Where is it located? Not in masonry building. 
 -Are there smoke detectors? Yes. 

-Are there alarm horns, strobes, or combination horn-strobe? Combination 
horn strobes and indicators. 

 -Is there a voice communication system? No. 
 -Does the system send a direct signal to the Worcester Fire Dept? Yes.  
 
Smoke and Heat Ventilation: 
 -Are there any automatic smoke control systems or features? No. 
 
Water Supply and Reliability: 
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-Is the water supplied by city of Worcester or a private supply? City of 
Worcester.  

 
Additional information gathered: 
 -Each floor is approximately 7500 square feet 
 -Each floor has a little fire alarm panel in the electrical room.   
 -The shaft in the center of the building contains HVAC that runs from units  

on the roof. 
-The cost of gutting the masonry building was $300,000 including the  

asbestos abatement. 
 -Total project cost: $30 million 
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Appendix K: Active Fire Protection Systems 
 This information presented in this appendix is intended to supplement that shown 

in the Active Fire Protection Systems section of the report.   

Sprinkler Design 
The design area and density information for the sprinklers in the Gateway Park 

Project is listed in the table below.  This information was gathered from the Fire 

Protection Specifications shown in Appendix H.  

 

The required area and density of water to design the different hazard 

classifications of the building were determined using NFPA 13.  This document provides 

standards for the installation of automatic sprinkler systems.  In chapter 11 the 

requirements for differing hazard classifications are outlined in the Density/Area Curve 

Graph.  This graph can be seen in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 23: Sprinkler System Design Criteria from Fire Protection Specifications 
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148 National Fire Protection Association.  NFPA 13: Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems. 13-
115. 

Figure 24: Density/Area Curves From NFPA 13148 
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